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Abstract. We prove uniqueness of representations of Nica-Toeplitz algebras associated to
product systems of C∗-correspondences over right LCM semigroups by applying our previous
abstract uniqueness results developed for C∗-precategories. Our results provide an interpre-
tation of conditions identi�ed in work of Fowler and Fowler-Raeburn, and apply also to their
crossed product twisted by a product system, in the new context of right LCM semigroups,
as well as to a new, Doplicher-Roberts type C∗-algebra associated to the Nica-Toeplitz al-
gebra. As a derived construction we develop Nica-Toeplitz crossed products by actions with
completely positive maps. This provides a uni�ed framework for Nica-Toeplitz semigroup
crossed products by endomorphisms and by transfer operators. We illustrate these two
classes of examples with semigroup C∗-algebras of right and left semidirect products.

Introduction

Product systems of C∗-correspondences were introduced by Fowler following ideas of Arve-
son. As spelled out in [11], Fowler's construction served as motivation for his investigation with
Raeburn into uniqueness theorems for C∗-algebras arising as certain twisted crossed products
over positive cones in quasi-lattice ordered groups, [12]. Three uniqueness theorems in this
context have dominated the attention: [13, Theorem 2.1], [11, Theorem 7.2] and [12, Theorem
5.1]. All three give a necessary condition for faithfulness of a representation π of a Toeplitz-
type C∗-algebra TX or NT (X), where X is generic notation for a single C∗-correspondence
or a product system of such over a semigroup, and π arises from a representation of X.

Two aspects are striking here: the �rst is that the necessary condition, to which we choose
to refer as condition (C) - for compression or for Coburn, who proved the archetypical result
of this form - is only su�cient when the left action in each correspondence is by generalized
compacts. The second is that, in the aforementioned results on product systems, an auxiliary
C∗-algebra is involved. It has the structural appearance of a crossed product twisted by a
product system and a somewhat unaccountable involvement in the uniqueness of representa-
tions of NT (X).

The �rst main point we make in the present paper is that there is another C∗-algebra
for which uniqueness of representations coming from X is precisely encoded, as a neces-
sary and su�cient condition, by condition (C). This C∗-algebra, which we generically denote
DR(NT (X)), bears the �avor of a Doplicher-Roberts algebra for NT (X). The second point
we make is that uniqueness of a representation π of NT (X) can, in good situations, be pre-
cisely encoded by a weaker condition than (C) which we call Toeplitz covariance. The third
point we make is that the strategy for proving these results relies on our previous work on
C∗-precategories developed in [19], and as a very satisfactory bonus provides a clear pic-
ture of how NT (X), the Fowler-Raeburn crossed product twisted by a product system and
DR(NT (X)) are included in each other, respectively, and how uniqueness of representations
on DR(NT (X)) sieves down to corresponding results on the smaller subalgebras. Together,
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these three uniqueness results o�er a di�erent picture of endeavors by many hands over sev-
eral decades. In addition we extend these results beyond the scope of quasi-lattice ordered
pairs, which is non-trivial as LCM semigroups allow invertible elements and might not be
cancellative, cf. [19].

As an application of our uniqueness results we de�ne a Nica-Toeplitz crossed product
for a dynamical system involving a semigroup action of completely positive maps on a C∗-
algebra. For a single completely positive map, a similar construction was proposed by the �rst
named author in [18]. In this new setup of semigroup actions by completely positive maps
our construction models Toeplitz-type crossed products in two important contexts: actions
by endomorphisms, see e.g. [11] (where the assumptions on the acting semigroup and the
conventions on covariance are di�erent), and actions by transfer operators, see e.g. [25] where
the acting semigroup is abelian. We formulate uniqueness theorems for our crossed products,
and illustrate the two classes of actions with semigroup C∗-algebras as in Li [27], through
the perspective of algebraic dynamical systems developed by the second named author in
collaboration with Brownlowe and Stammeier [2]. The left-semidirect product semigroup C∗-
algebras coming from [2] will serve to motivate crossed products by transfer operators, and,
somehow unexpectedly though in hindsight not that surprisingly, right semidirect product
semigroup C∗-algebras will motivate crossed products by endomorphisms.

The paper is organized as follows. In a preliminaries section we review brie�y the basics of
C∗-correspondences and product systems of these, after which we collect the main ingredients
needed about C∗-precategories and their C∗-algebras from [19]. In section 2.1 we associate a
C∗-precategory to a product system X of C∗-correspondences over a right LCM semigroup P
and in section 2.2 we use it to construct a Doplicher-Roberts version DR(NT (X)) and a re-
duced version of NT (X). We introduce conditions under which representations of X give rise
to faithful representations of the core subalgebras of NT (X) and DR(NT (X)). In subsection
2.3 we prove uniqueness results for NT (X) and DR(NT (X)) and discuss some implications.
In subsection 2.4 we extend this discussion by introducing C∗-algebras FR(X) generalizing
semigroup C∗-algebras twisted by product systems studied by Fowler and Raeburn, see [12],
[11]. In section 3 we introduce Nica-Toeplitz crossed products of a C∗-algebra by the action
of a right LCM semigroup of completely positive maps, and prove uniqueness results for the
two major types of examples, crossed products by endomorphisms and by transfer opera-
tors. Finally, in section 4 we show that the Nica-Toeplitz crossed products by endomorphisms
and by transfer operators can be perfectly embodied by semigroup C∗-algebras associated to
right and left semidirect products of semigroups, respectively. By specializing the uniqueness
results to these contexts we generalize and complement earlier results from [23] and [2].

While we were laying the last hand on this part II, another paper appeared [10] in which
Fletcher takes on clarifying the uniqueness result [11, Theorem 7.2] for NT (X) in the context
of quasi-lattice ordered pairs.
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1. Preliminaries

1.1. LCM semigroups. We refer to [3] and [1] and the references therein for basic facts
about right LCM semigroups. All semigroups considered in this paper will have an identity e.
We let P ∗ be the group of units, or invertible elements, in P . A principal right ideal in P is
a right ideal in P of the form pP = {ps : s ∈ P} for some p ∈ P . The relation of inclusion on
the principal right ideals induces a left invariant preorder on P given by p ≤ q when qP ⊆ pP .
Clearly ≤ is a partial order if and only if P ∗ = {e}.

A semigroup P is a right LCM semigroup if the family {pP}p∈P of principal right ideals
extended by the empty set is closed under intersections, that is if for every pair of elements
p, q ∈ P we have pP ∩qP = ∅ or pP ∩qP = rP for some r ∈ P . In the case that pP ∩qP = rP ,
the element r is a right least common multiple (LCM) of p and q. If P is a right LCM semigroup
then we refer to J(P ) := {pP}p∈P ∪{∅} as the semilattice of principal right ideals of P . Right
LCMs in a right LCM semigroup are determined up to multiplication from the right by an
invertible element. Namely, if pP ∩qP = rP , then pP ∩qP = tP if and only if there is h ∈ P ∗
such that t = rh.

Example 1.1. (a) One of the most known and studied examples of right LCM semigroups are
positive cones in quasi-lattice ordered groups, introduced by Nica [29]. In fact, P is a positive
cone in a weakly quasi-lattice ordered group (G,P ) if and only if P is an LCM subsemigroup
of a group G such that P ∗ = {e}.

(b) In semigroup theory, notions similar to right LCM have been known for some time, see
e.g. [26]. New large classes of right LCM semigroups with relevance to C∗-algebraic context
were identi�ed in [3]. Semidirect product semigroups which are right LCM semigroups were
studied in [1, 2]. More on this in section 4.

We recall from [19, De�nition 2.4] that a controlled map of right LCM semigroups is an
identity preserving homomorphism θ : P → P between right LCM semigroups P,P such that
θ(P ∗) = P∗ and for all s, t ∈ P with sP ∩ tP = rP we have θ(s)P ∩ θ(t)P = θ(r)P and
θ(s) = θ(t) only if s = t.

Example 1.2. Let Pi, i ∈ I, be a family of right LCM semigroups. Put P :=
∏∗
i∈I Pi and

P :=
⊕

i∈I Pi. The homomorphism θ : P → P which is the identity on each Pi, i ∈ I, is a
controlled map of right LCM semigroups, by [19, Proposition 2.3].

1.2. C∗-correspondences and product systems. The notion of a C∗-correspondence X
over a C∗-algebra A and its associated Toeplitz algebra T (X) are standard, and we refer to
[32, 16, 13] for details. We recall from [11] that a product system over a semigroup P with
coe�cients in a C∗-algebra A is a semigroupX =

⊔
p∈P Xp, with eachXp a C

∗-correspondence

over A, equipped with a semigroup homomorphism d : X → P such that Xp = d−1(p) is
a C∗-correspondence over A for each p ∈ P , Xe is the standard bimodule AAA, and the
multiplication on X extends to isomorphisms Xp⊗AXq

∼= Xpq for p, q ∈ P \{e} and coincides
with the right and left actions of Xe = A on each Xp. For each p ∈ P we write 〈·, ·〉 for
the A-valued inner product on Xp and we denote φp the homomorphism from A into L(Xp)
which implements the left action of A on Xp.

A Hilbert A-bimodule is a C∗-correspondence which is also a left Hilbert module such that

A〈x, y〉 · z = x · 〈y, z〉A for all x, y, z ∈ X. An equivalence A-bimodule is a Hilbert bimodule
which is full over left and right. We say that two Hilbert A-bimodules X, Y are Morita
equivalent if there is an equivalence A-bimodule E such that X ⊗A E ∼= Y ⊗A E.

Remark 1.3. A product system X is (left) essential if each C∗-correspondence Xp, p ∈ P ,
is essential. We claim that X is automatically essential whenever the group P ∗ of units in P
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is non-trivial. Indeed, for any h ∈ P ∗ \ {e} and p ∈ P we have natural isomorphisms

Xp = Xhh−1p
∼= Xh ⊗A Xh−1 ⊗A Xp

∼= Xe ⊗A Xp
∼= φp(A)Xp

that give Xp = φp(A)Xp. Moreover, isomorphisms Xh⊗AXh−1
∼= AA and Xh−1 ⊗AXh

∼= AA
imply that Xh and Xh−1 are mutually adjoint Hilbert bimodules, i.e. there is an antilinear
isometric bijection [h : Xh → Xh−1 such that [h(ab) = [h(b)a and [h(ba) = a[h(b) for all
a ∈ A and b ∈ Xh, cf. [2, Remark 6.2]. In particular, the family of Banach spaces {Xh}h∈P ∗
together with multiplication inherited from X and involution de�ned by b∗ := [h(b), for
b ∈ Xh, h ∈ P ∗, is a saturated Fell bundle over the (discrete) group P ∗, cf. [8].

Given a product system X and p, q ∈ P with p 6= e, there is a homomorphism ιpqp : L(Xp)→
L(Xpq) characterized by

(1.1) ιpqp (S)(xy) = (Sx)y for all x ∈ Xp, y ∈ Xq and S ∈ L(Xp).

For each p ∈ P , K(A,Xp) is a C∗-correspondence with A-valued inner product 〈T, S〉A =
T ∗S and pointwise actions. In fact, see [33, Lemma 2.32], there is a C∗-correspondence
isomorphism Xp

∼= K(A,Xp) implemented by the map

(1.2) Xp 3 x 7→ tx ∈ K(A,Xp) where tx(a) = x · a.
One de�nes ιpe : K(Xe) → L(Xp) by letting ιpe(ta) = φp(a) for p ∈ P , a ∈ A, see [34, Section
2.2].

A representation of the product system X in a C∗-algebra B is a semigroup homomorphism
ψ : X → B, where B is viewed as a semigroup with multiplication, such that (ψe, ψp) is a
representation of the C∗-correspondence Xp, for all p ∈ P , where we put ψp := ψ|Xp for all
p ∈ P . The Toeplitz algebra T (X) is the C∗-algebra generated by a universal representation
of X.

In the case of a quasi-lattice ordered pair (G,P ), Fowler introduced in [11] the notions of
compactly aligned product system over P and Nica covariant representation of it. In [2], these
concepts were extended to the case when P is a right LCM semigroup. Given a right LCM
semigroup P , a product systemX over P is called compactly aligned if for all p, q ∈ P such that
there is a right LCM r for p, q, then ιrp(S)ιrq(T ) ∈ K(Xr) whenever S ∈ K(Xp) and T ∈ K(Xq).
Assume X is a compactly aligned product system over P and let ψ be a representation of X
in a C∗-algebra. For each p ∈ P , denote ψ(p) the Pimsner ∗-homomorphism de�ned on K(Xp)

by ψ(p)(Θx,y) = ψp(x)ψp(y)∗ for x, y ∈ Xp. Then ψ is Nica covariant if

ψ(p)(S)ψ(q)(T ) =

{
ψ(r)

(
ιrp(S)ιrq(T )

)
if pP ∩ qP = rP

0 otherwise

for all S ∈ K(Xp) and T ∈ K(Xq) (see also [11, De�nition 5.7]). The Nica Toeplitz algebra
NT (X) is the C∗-algebra generated by a Nica covariant representation iX which is universal
in the following sense: if ψ is a Nica covariant Toeplitz representation of X in B there is a
∗-homomorphism ψ∗ : NT (X)→ B such that ψ∗ ◦ iX = ψ.

1.3. C∗-precategories. C∗-precategories should be regarded as non-unital versions of C∗-
categories, cf. [15], [5]. We give here a very brief account, for more details and background
material on C∗-precategories, see [17], [19].

Recall that a C∗-precategory L with object set P is identi�ed with a collection of Ba-
nach spaces {L(p, q)}p,q∈P , viewed as morphisms, equipped with bilinear maps, viewed as
composition of morphisms, L(p, q) × L(q, r) 3 (a, b) 7→ ab ∈ L(p, r), p, q, r ∈ P, satisfying
‖ab‖ ≤ ‖a‖ · ‖b‖, and an antilinear involutive contravariant mapping ∗ : L → L such that if
a ∈ L(p, q), then a∗ ∈ L(q, p) and the C∗-equality ‖a∗a‖ = ‖a‖2 holds. In particular, L(p, p)
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is naturally a C∗-algebra, and we require that for every a ∈ L(q, p) the element a∗a is positive
in the C∗-algebra L(p, p).

An ideal in a C∗-precategory L is a collection K = {K(p, q)}p,q∈P of closed linear subspaces
K(p, q) of L(p, q), p, q ∈ P , such that

L(p, q)K(q, r) ⊆ K(p, r) and K(p, q)L(q, r) ⊆ K(p, r),

for all p, q, r ∈ P . Then K is automatically selfadjoint and hence a C∗-precategory. An ideal
K in L is uniquely determined by the C∗-algebras {K(p, p)}p∈P , which are in fact ideals in the
corresponding C∗-algebras {L(p, p)}p∈P . We say that K is an essential ideal in L if K(p, p) is
an essential ideal in L(p, p), for every p ∈ P .

A representation Ψ : L → B of a C∗-precategory L in a C∗-algebra B is a family Ψ =
{Ψp,q}p,q∈P of linear operators Ψp,q : L(p, q)→ B such that

Ψp,q(a)∗ = Ψq,p(a
∗), and Ψp,r(ab) = Ψp,q(a)Ψq,r(b),

for all a ∈ L(p, q), b ∈ L(q, r). Then automatically all the maps Ψp,q, p, q ∈ P , are contrac-
tions, and they all are isometries if and only if all the maps Ψp,p, p ∈ P , are injective. In the
latter case we say that Ψ is injective. We denote by C∗(Ψ(L)) the C∗-algebra generated by the
spaces Ψ(L(p, q)), p, q ∈ P . A representation Ψ of L on a Hilbert space H is a representation
of L in the C∗-algebra B(H) of all bounded operators on H. If in addition C∗(Ψ(L))H = H
we say that the representation Ψ is nondegenerate.

If K is an ideal in a C∗-precategory L and Ψ = {Ψp,q}p,q∈P is a representation of K on a

Hilbert space H, then there is a unique extension Ψ = {Ψp,q}p,q∈P of Ψ to a representation

of L such that the essential subspace of Ψp,q is contained in the essential subspace of Ψp,q, for
every p, q ∈ P . Namely, we have

(1.3) Ψp,q(a)(K(q, q)H)⊥ = 0, and Ψp,q(a)Ψq,q(b)h = Ψp,q(ab)h

for all a ∈ L(p, q), b ∈ K(q, q), h ∈ H. Moreover, Ψ is injective if and only if Ψ is injective
and K is an essential ideal in L.

1.4. Right tensor C∗-precategories and their C∗-algebras. We recall the basic de�-
nitions and facts from [19, Section 3]. A right-tensor C∗-precategory is a C∗-precategory
L = {L(p, q)}p,q∈P whose objects form a semigroup P with identity e and which is equipped
with a semigroup {⊗1r}r∈P of endomorphisms of L sending p to pr, for all p, r ∈ P , and
⊗1e = id. More precisely, we have linear operators L(p, q) ∈ a 7→ a⊗ 1r ∈ L(pr, qr) such that
for each a ∈ L(p, q), b ∈ L(q, s), and p, q, r, s ∈ P we have

((a⊗ 1r)⊗ 1s) = a⊗ 1rs, (a⊗ 1r)
∗ = a∗ ⊗ 1r, (a⊗ 1r)(b⊗ 1r) = (ab)⊗ 1r.

We refer to {⊗1r}r∈P as to a right tensoring on L = {L(p, q)}p,q∈P .
If K is an ideal in a right-tensor C∗-precategory L, we say that K is ⊗1-invariant, and

write K ⊗ 1 ⊆ K, if K(p, p) ⊗ 1r ⊆ K(pr, pr) for all p, r ∈ P . One can show that K ⊗ 1 ⊆ K
if and only if K(p, q)⊗ 1r ⊆ K(pr, qr) for all p, q, r ∈ P . Right tensor representations and the
corresponding Toeplitz algebras are de�ned for all ideals, ⊗1-invariant or not, in some L.

Let K be an ideal in a right-tensor C∗-precategory L. We say that a representation Ψ :
K → B of K in a C∗-algebra B is a right-tensor representation if for all a ∈ K(p, q), b ∈ K(s, t)
such that sP ⊆ qP we have

(1.4) Ψ(a)Ψ(b) = Ψ
(
(a⊗ 1q−1s)b

)
.

Note that, since K is an ideal, the right hand side of (1.4) makes sense. One can show there
is an injective right-tensor representation tK : K → TL(K) with the universal property that
for every right-tensor representation Ψ of K there is a homomorphism Ψ × P of TL(K) such
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that Ψ× P ◦ tK = Ψ, and TL(K) = C∗(tK(K)). We call TL(K) the Toeplitz algebra of K. We
write T (L) for the Toeplitz algebra TL(L) associated to L, viewed as an ideal in itself.

If the underlying semigroup is right LCM, then for well-aligned ideals we can make sense
of a condition of Nica type, which is stronger than (1.4).

Let (L, {⊗1r}r∈P ) be a right-tensor C∗-precategory over a right LCM semigroup P . An
ideal K in L is well-aligned in L if for all a ∈ K(p, p), b ∈ K(q, q) we have

(1.5) (a⊗ 1p−1r)(b⊗ 1q−1r) ∈ K(r, r) whenever pP ∩ qP = rP.

By [19, Lemma 3.7], for any ideal K condition (1.5) implies the formally stronger condition
that for every a ∈ K(p, q), b ∈ K(s, t) we have

(1.6) (a⊗ 1q−1r)(b⊗ 1s−1r) ∈ K(pq−1r, ts−1r) whenever qP ∩ sP = rP.

Standing assumptions 1.4. For every well-aligned ideal K in L, in this paper we will also
assume the following condition

• K is ⊗1-nondegenerate, [19, De�nition 9.6] that is

(1.7) (K(p, p)⊗ 1r)K(pr, pr) = K(pr, pr) for every p ∈ P \ P ∗ and r ∈ P.

• K satis�es condition (7.6) in [19, Proposition 7.6] for t = e, that is

(1.8) K(p, e)K(e, p) is an essential ideal in the C∗-algebra L(p, p), for every p ∈ P.

These conditions will be satis�ed by right-tensor C∗-precategories arising from product sys-
tems.

1.5. Nica-Toeplitz algebras associated with right-tensor C∗-precategories. Let us �x
a right-tensor C∗-precategory (L, {⊗1r}r∈P ) over an LCM semigroup P , and a well-aligned
ideal K in L. A representation Ψ : K → B of K in a C∗-algebra B is Nica covariant if for all
a ∈ K(p, q), b ∈ K(s, t) we have

(1.9) Ψ(a)Ψ(b) =

{
Ψ
(
(a⊗ 1q−1r)(b⊗ 1s−1r)

)
if qP ∩ sP = rP for some r ∈ P,

0 otherwise.

Note that by (1.6) the right hand side of (1.9) makes sense. By [19] there is an injective
Nica covariant representation iK : K → NT L(K) with the universal property: for every
Nica covariant representation Ψ of K there is a homomorphism Ψ o P of NT L(K) such that
Ψ o P ◦ iK = Ψ, and NT L(K) = C∗(iK(K)). We call NT L(K) the Nica-Toeplitz algebra
of K. We write NT (L) for the Nica-Toeplitz algebra NT L(L) associated to L, viewed as a
well-aligned ideal in itself (in particular, in this paper we assume that L satis�es the analogue
of (1.8)). By (1.7) and [19, Lemma 11.1] we have a natural embedding

NT L(K) ↪→ NT (L).

The Fock representation of K constructed in [19] is a direct sum of Nica covariant represen-
tations. By [19, Proposition 7.6] and (1.8), here we may use the e-th summand of it. We recall
the relevant construction. For s ∈ P , the space Xs := K(s, e) is naturally equipped with the
structure of a right Hilbert module over A := K(e, e) inherited from C∗-precategory structure
of K: we put x · a := xa, 〈x, y〉 := x∗y, for x, y ∈ Xs, a ∈ A. Thus we may consider the direct
sum Hilbert A-module: FK :=

⊕
s∈P Xs. By [19, Remark 4.3 and Proposition 5.2] we have

an injective Nica covariant representation L : K → L(FK), there denoted T e, determined by

(1.10) Lp,q(a)x =

{
(a⊗ 1q−1s)x if s ∈ qP,
0 otherwise,
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for a ∈ K(p, q), x ∈ Xs and p, q, s ∈ P . We call L given by (1.10) the Fock representation of
K. The reduced Nica-Toeplitz algebra of K is the C∗-algebra NT rL(K) := C∗(L(K)). When
K = L, we also write NT r(L) := NT rL(L). By (1.8) and [19, Proposition 7.6], the C∗-algebra
NT rL(K) de�ned above is naturally isomorphic to the one introduced in [19, De�nition 5.3].
Hence the two de�nitions are consistent. We refer to L o P : NT L(K) → NT rL(K) as the
regular representation of NT L(K). We say that K is amenable when LoP is an isomorphism.
A number of amenability criteria are given in [19, Section 8].

2. C∗-algebras associated to product systems

In this section we construct and analyze a canonical right-tensor C∗-precategory associated
to an arbitrary product system X. We employ it to prove the announced uniqueness results.

2.1. Right tensor C∗-precategories associated to product systems. Let X be a prod-
uct system over a semigroup P with coe�cients in a C∗-algebra A. We will associate to X
a right-tensor C∗-precategory. In the case P = N, it was constructed in [17, Example 3.2],
and in the case P is arbitrary, but the product system X is regular, it was introduced in [20,
De�nition 3.1]. For p, q ∈ P we put

LX(p, q) :=

{
L(Xq, Xp), if p, q ∈ P \ {e},
K(Xq, Xp), otherwise.

With operations inherited from the corresponding spaces, LX forms a C∗-precategory. The
reason for considering smaller spaces than L(Xq, Xp) when p or q is the unit e is that in general
it is not clear how to de�ne right tensoring on such spaces, cf. Remark 2.3 below. On the
other hand, using the isomorphism (1.2), for all p, q ∈ P , we have the following isomorphisms
of C∗-correspondences over A:

LX(p, e) ∼= Xp, LX(e, q) ∼= X̃q

where X̃q is a (left) C∗-correspondence dual to Xq. In particular, LX(e, e) = A.
We will describe a right tensoring structure on LX by introducing a family of mappings

ιpr,qrp,q : L(Xq, Xp) → L(Xqr, Xpr), p, q, r ∈ P , which extends the standard family of diagonal
homomorphisms ιqpq , see (1.1). If q 6= e we put

ιpr,qrp,q (T )(xy) := (Tx)y, where x ∈ Xq, y ∈ Xr and T ∈ L(Xq, Xp).

Note that under the canonical isomorphisms Xqr
∼= Xq ⊗A Xr and Xpr

∼= Xp ⊗A Xr, the
operator ιpr,qrp,q (T ) corresponds to T ⊗ 1r, where 1r is the identity in L(Xr), and in particular
ιpr,qrp,q (T ) ∈ L(Xqr, Xpr). In the case q = e, using (1.2), the formula

ιpr,rp,e (tx)(y) := xy, where y ∈ Xr and tx ∈ K(Xe, Xp), x ∈ Xp,

yields a well de�ned map. As above, under natural identi�cations, the operator ιpr,rp,e (tx)
corresponds to tx ⊗ 1r ∈ L(Xe ⊗A Xr, Xp ⊗A Xr) and therefore ιpr,rp,e (tx) ∈ L(Xr, Xpr). Note
that ιpr,prp,p = ιprp .

Proposition 2.1. The linear maps ιpr,qrp,q : LX(p, q) → LX(pr, qr), p, q, r ∈ P , yield a right
tensoring on the C∗-precategory LX . We write

T ⊗ 1r := ιpr,qrp,q (T ), T ∈ LX(p, q), p, q ∈ P.

Proof. It su�ces to check that ιpr,qrp,q (T )∗ = ιqr,prq,p (T ∗), ιpr,qrp,q (T )ιqr,srq,s (S) = ιpr,srp,s (TS), and
ιprs,qrspr,qr (ιpr,qrp,q (T )) = ιprs,qrsp,q (T ), for all T ∈ LX(Xq, Xp), S ∈ LX(Xs, Xq), p, q, r, s ∈ P .
Viewing operators ιpr,qrp,q (T ) as T ⊗ 1r, see discussion above, this is straightforward. �
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De�nition 2.2. We call the pair (LX , {⊗1r}r∈P ) constructed above, the right-tensor C∗-
precategory associated to the product system X. We also put

KX(p, q) := K(Xq, Xp) p, q ∈ P.
Clearly, KX := {KX(p, q)}p,q∈P is an essential ideal in the C∗-precategory LX .

Remark 2.3. If each C∗-correspondence Xp, p ∈ P , is left essential (which is automatic when
P ∗ 6= {e}) then the formula

(T ⊗ 1r)(ax) := T (a)x, T ∈ L(A,Xp), a ∈ A, x ∈ Xr, p, r ∈ P,
allows one to extend the right tensoring from LX on the whole C∗-category {L(Xq, Xp)}p,q∈P .
Note that LX is a C∗-category if and only if A is unital, if and only if LX = {L(Xq, Xp)}p,q∈P .

Lemma 2.4. The ideal KX in the right-tensor C∗-precategory (LX , {⊗1r}r∈P ) associated to
the product system X is ⊗1-nondegenerate. Moreover, KX ⊗ 1 ⊆ KX if and only if φp(A) ⊆
K(Xp) for every p ∈ P .

Proof. Let x, y, z ∈ Xp, u ∈ Xr and v ∈ Xpr for some p, r ∈ P , p 6= e. Then (Θx,y⊗1r)Θzu,v =
Θx〈y,z〉Xpu,v. Since elements of the form x〈y, z〉Xp span Xp and since XpXr = Xpr, we conclude

that elements (Θx,y ⊗ 1r)Θzu,v span K(Xpr). Hence KX is ⊗1-nondegenerate. It is clear that
KX ⊗ 1 ⊆ KX implies φp(A) = A⊗ 1p ⊆ K(Xp) for p ∈ P . The converse implication follows
from the standard fact [24, Proposition 4.7], cf. [20, Lemma 3.2]. �

Remark 2.5. We claim that KX and A may be regarded as being Morita equivalent as C∗-
precategories, see also Lemma 2.6. To make this more precise, we introduce some notation
�rst. If Z and Y are two right Hilbert A-modules and I is an ideal in A, we let LI(Z, Y ) :=
{a ∈ L(Z, Y ) : a(Z) ⊆ Y I}. Note that a(Z) ⊆ Y I is equivalent to a∗(Y ) ⊆ ZI. We also put
KI(Z, Y ) := LI(Z, Y ) ∩K(Z, Y ), cf. [17, Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2]. Now, given a product system
X over P , for any ideal J in A the formulas

KX(J) := {KJ(Xq, Xp)}p,q∈P , LX(J) := {LJ(Xq, Xp)}p,q∈P
de�ne ideals in LX = {L(Xq, Xp)}p,q∈P , as the reader may readily verify. We claim that every
ideal in KX = {K(Xq, Xp)}p,q∈P is of the form KX(J) for some ideal J in A. Indeed, this is
proved in [17, Proposition 2.17] in the case P = N but the proof works for general P .

Lemma 2.6. We have a one-to-one correspondence, established by the formula

(2.1) Ψp,q(Θx,y) = ψp(x)ψq(y)∗ for x ∈ Xp, y ∈ Xq, p, q ∈ P,
between representations Ψ = {Ψp,q}p,q∈P of KX and families ψ = {(ψe, ψp)}p∈P where, for
each p ∈ P , (ψe, ψp) is a representation of the Hilbert A-module Xp.

Moreover, if Ψ is a representation of KX on a Hilbert space H and Ψ is its extension to
LX determined by (1.3), then with ψe = Ψe,e we have

ker Ψ = KX(kerψe) and ker Ψ = LX(kerψe).

Proof. Let ψ = {(ψe, ψp)}p∈P be a family of representations of right-Hilbert modules Xp for
p ∈ P in a C∗-algebra B. Let p, q, r ∈ P . It is well known that (2.1) determines uniquely a
linear contraction Ψp,q : K(Xq, Xp) −→ B which is isometric if ψe is injective, see for instance
[16, Lemma 2.2, Remark 2.3]. It is straightforward to see that the relations

Ψp,q(S)∗ = Ψq,p(S
∗) and Ψp,q(S)ψq,r(T ) = ψp,r(ST )

hold for 'rank one' operators S = Θx,y, T = Θu,w. Hence these formulas hold for arbitrary
S ∈ K(Xq, Xp), T ∈ K(Xr, Xq). Thus Ψ = {Ψp,q}p,q∈P is a representation of KX .
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If now Ψ := {Ψp,q}p,q∈P is an arbitrary representation of KX in a C∗-algebra B then by
(1.2) we can de�ne a family of maps ψp : Xp → B by ψp(x) := Ψp,e(tx), x ∈ Xp, p ∈ P. A
routine veri�cation shows that (ψe, ψp) : Xp → B is a right-Hilbert module representation.

The equality ker Ψ = KX(kerψe) follows from Remark 2.5, as KX(kerψe)(e, e) = kerψe =
(ker Ψ)(e, e). By [19, Proposition 2.13] we have (ker Ψ)(p, q) = {a ∈ LX(p, q) : aKX(q, q) ⊆
ker Ψp,q}. Thus the inclusion LX(kerψe)(p, q) ⊆ (ker Ψ)(p, q) is immediate. For the reverse

let a ∈ (ker Ψ)(p, q) and x ∈ Xq. Note that x may be written as x = bx′ where b ∈ K(Xq)
and x′ ∈ Xq. Hence ax = (ab)x′ ∈ KX(p, q)x′ ⊆ Xp(kerψe), and a ∈ LX(kerψe)(p, q). �

Remark 2.7. The semigroup operation in P is irrelevant for the assertions in Remark 2.5
and Lemma 2.6 � they remain true when P is any set with a distinguished element e ∈ P and
{Xp}p∈S is a family of right Hilbert modules over a C∗-algebra A such that Xe = AA.

Proposition 2.8. Let X be a product system over an arbitrary semigroup P . The bijective
correspondence in Lemma 2.6 restricts to a one-to-one correspondence between representations
ψ = {ψp}p∈P of X and right-tensor representations Ψ := {Ψp,q}p,q∈P of KX . In particular,
T (X) is isomorphic to TLX (KX), the Toeplitz algebra of KX .

Proof. Let ψ and Ψ be the corresponding objects in Lemma 2.6. Suppose �rst that Ψ is a right-
tensor representation of KX . For any x ∈ Xp and y ∈ Xq, p, q ∈ P , we have (tx ⊗ 1y)y = txy.
Thus

ψp(x)ψq(y) = Ψp,e(tx)Ψq,e(ty) = Ψpq,e((tx ⊗ 1y)ty) = ψpq(x),

so ψ = {ψp}p∈P is a representation of the product system X. Suppose now that ψ is a
representation of X. Let p, q, s, t ∈ P with s ≥ q. Consider S = Θx,y ∈ K(Xq, Xp) and
T = Θu′u,w ∈ K(Xt, Xs) where u

′ ∈ Xq and u ∈ Xq−1s. Then

Ψp,q(S)Ψs,t(T ) = ψ(x)ψ(y)∗ψ(u′u)ψ(w)∗ = ψ(x〈y, u′〉Au)ψ(w)∗ = Ψpq−1,t(Θx〈y,u′〉Au,w)

= Ψpq−1,t(ι
pq−1s,s
p,q (Θx,y)Θu′u,w) = Ψpq−1,t((S ⊗ 1q−1s)T ).

Hence, by linearity and continuity, Ψ is a right-tensor representation.
�

2.2. C∗-algebras associated with product systems over LCM semigroups. For the
remaining of this section we assume that P is a right LCM semigroup.

Lemma 2.9. A product system X over P is compactly-aligned if and only if the ideal KX is
well-aligned in the associated right-tensor C∗-precategory (LX , {⊗1r}r∈P ). In particular, KX
satis�es (1.7) and (1.8).

Proof. KX satis�es (1.7) by Lemma 2.4. The remaining claims are immediate. �

The next proposition generalizes [17, Proposition 3.14] from N to right LCM semigroups.

Proposition 2.10. If X is a compactly-aligned product system over a right LCM semigroup
P , then the bijective correspondence in Proposition 2.8 preserves Nica covariance of represen-
tations and, hence, it gives rise to a canonical isomorphism

NT LX (KX) ∼= NT (X).

Proof. If Ψ := {Ψp,q}p,q∈P is a Nica covariant representation of KX , then it is also a right-
tensor representation and therefore ψ = {ψp}p∈P is a representation of the product system

X. Since ψ(p) = Ψp,p and ι
pq
p (S) = S ⊗ 1q, for S ∈ K(Xp) and p, q ∈ P , Nica covariance of Ψ

implies Nica covariance of ψ.
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Let ψ = {ψp}p∈P be a Nica covariant representation of X on a Hilbert space H. Let
Ψ = {Ψp,q}p,q∈P be the representation of KX given by (2.1). To see that Ψ is Nica covariant,
let S = Θx,y ∈ K(Xq, Xp) and T = Θu,w ∈ K(Xt, Xs) where p, q, s, t ∈ P . Express y = Y y′

with Y ∈ K(Xq) and y′ ∈ Xq, and similarly u = Uu′ with U ∈ K(Xs) and u′ ∈ Xs. Then

ψ(y)∗ψ(u) = ψ(y′)∗ψ(q)(Y ∗)ψ(s)(U)ψ(u′). Therefore, by Nica covariance of ψ, if qP ∩sP = ∅,
then ψ(y)∗ψ(u) = 0 and hence Ψp,q(S)Ψs,t(T ) = 0. Assume that qP ∩ sP = rP , for some
r ∈ P . Again by Nica covariance of ψ we get

ψ(y)∗ψ(u) = ψ(y′)∗ψ(r)
(

(Y ∗ ⊗ 1q−1r)(U ⊗ 1s−1r)
)
ψ(u′)

We claim that ψ(y)∗ψ(u) ∈ Ψq−1r,s−1r(K(Xs−1r, Xq−1r). Indeed, the operator ψ(r)
(

(Y ∗ ⊗

1q−1r)(U⊗1q−1s)
)
can be approximated by �nite sums of elements of the form ψr(v

′v)ψr(z
′z)∗

where v′ ∈ Xq, v ∈ Xq−1r, and z
′ ∈ Xs, z ∈ Xs−1r. Since

ψq(y
′)∗ψr(v

′v)ψr(z
′z)∗ψs(u

′) = ψq−1r(〈y′, v′〉qv)ψs−1r(〈u′, z′〉sz)∗

is an element of Ψq−1r,s−1r

(
K(Xs−1r, Xq−1r)

)
, so is ψ(y)∗ψ(u). Accordingly,

Ψp,q(S)Ψs,t(T ) = ψp(x)ψq(y)∗ψs(u)ψt(w)∗ ∈ Ψpq−1r,ts−1r

(
K(Xts−1r, Xpq−1r)

)
.

Hence the product Ψp,q(S)Ψs,t(T ) acts as zero on the orthogonal complement of the space

Hts−1r := ψts−1r(Xts−1r)H. Clearly, the same is true for the operator Ψpq−1r,ts−1r

(
(S ⊗

1q−1r)(T ⊗ 1s−1r)
)
. Consider an element ψts−1r(w0u0)h where w0 ∈ Xt, u0 ∈ Xs−1r, h ∈ H.

The linear span of such elements is in Hts−1r and we have

Ψs,t(T )ψts−1r(w0u0) = ψs(u)ψt(w)∗ψt(w0)ψs−1r(u0) = ψr(u〈w,w0〉tu0)

= ψr
(
(Θu,w ⊗ 1s−1r)w0u0

)
= Ψr,ts−1r(T ⊗ 1s−1r)ψts−1r(w0u0).

Hence Ψs,t(T ) and Ψr,ts−1r

(
T ⊗ 1s−1r

)
coincide on the space Hts−1r, and they map this space

into the space Hr := ψr(Xr)H. Consider an element ψr(y0x0)h where x0 ∈ Xq−1r, y0 ∈ Xq,
h ∈ H. The linear span of such elements is in Hr and we have

Ψp,q(S)ψr(y0x0) = ψp(x)ψq(y)∗ψq(y0)ψq−1r(x0) = ψpq−1r(x〈y, y0〉qu0)

= ψr
(
(Θx,y ⊗ 1q−1r)y0x0

)
= Ψpq−1r,r(S ⊗ 1q−1r)ψr(y0x0).

Hence Ψp,q(S) and Ψpq−1r,r(S ⊗ 1q−1r) coincide when restricted to Hr. Combining these two
observations we get

Ψp,q(S)Ψs,t(T ) = Ψpq−1r,r(S ⊗ 1q−1r)Ψr,ts−1r(T ⊗ 1s−1r)

= Ψpq−1r,ts−1r

(
(S ⊗ 1q−1r)(T ⊗ 1s−1r)

)
.

Thus Ψ := {Ψp,q}p,q∈P is Nica covariant.
�

The above result motivates the following de�nition.

De�nition 2.11. Let X be a compactly-aligned product system over a right LCM semigroup
P . We let NT r(X) := NT rLX (KX) and call it the reduced Nica-Toeplitz algebra of X. We
also put

DR(NT (X)) := NT (LX) and DRr(NT (X)) := NT r(LX)

(DR stands for Doplicher-Roberts). We denote by Λ : DR(NT (X)) → DRr(NT (X)) and
Λ : NT (X)→ NT r(X) the canonical epimorphisms.
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Let X be a compactly-aligned product system. In [11] Fowler constructed the Fock rep-
resentation l : X → L(F(X)) of X. The Fock spaces for X, KX and LX coincide and
are equal to the Hilbert A-module direct sum F(X) =

⊕
p∈P Xp. The Fock representation

L : LX → L(F(X)) of LX is an extension of the Fock representation L : KX → L(F(X)) of
KX which is in turn an extension of l. This in particular leads to the inclusion

NT r(X) = span{l(x)l(y)∗ : x, y ∈ X} ⊆ DRr(NT (X))

By [19, Lemma 11.1], there is a commutative diagram

NT (X)

Λ
��

↪→ // DR(NT (X))

Λ
��

NT r(X)
↪→ // DRr(NT (X))

in which the horizontal maps are embeddings. The map Λ is injective on the core subalgebra

B
iLX
e = span{iLX (a) : a ∈ LX(p, p), p ∈ P} of DR(NT (X)) and Λ is injective on

BX
e := B

iKX
e = span{iX(x)iX(y)∗ : x, y ∈ X, d(x) = d(y)},

see [19, Corollary 6.4]. Clearly, BX
e ⊆ B

iLX
e . We will characterize representations of X that

give rise to injective representations of BX
e and B

iLX
e respectively. To this end, we introduce

canonical projections associated to a representation of X.

De�nition 2.12. If ψ : X → B(H) is a representation of a compactly-aligned product system

X, for every p ∈ P we denote by Qψp ∈ B(H) the projection such that

QψpH =

{
ψ(p)(K(Xp))H if p ∈ P \ {e},
ψ(Xe)H if p = e.

Remark 2.13. If Ψ := {Ψp,q}p,q∈P is the representation of KX given by Proposition 2.8, then

Qψp equals the projection QΨ
p associated to Ψ in [19, De�nition 9.1] for p ∈ P . In particular,

if Ψ := {Ψp,q}p,q∈P is the extension of Ψ to LX , then QΦ
p = Ψp,q(iL(1p)), for all p ∈ P \ {e}.

Lemma 2.14. A representation ψ : X → B(H) is Nica covariant if and only if the projections

{Qψp }p∈P ∈ B(H) satisfy the Nica covariance relation

(2.2) QψpQ
ψ
q =

{
Qψr , if qP ∩ sP = rP for some r ∈ P,
0, if qP ∩ sP = ∅.

Moreover, if ψ : X → B(H) is Nica covariant, the representation ψ o P : NT (X) → B(H)
extends uniquely to a representation ψ o P of DR(NT (X)) such that

(2.3) (ψ o P )(iLX (a)) = Qψp (ψ o P )(iLX (a))Qψq , a ∈ L(Xp, Xq), p, q ∈ P \ {e}.

In fact, ψ o P = Ψ o P where Ψ := {Ψp,q}p,q∈P is the associated representation of KX .

Proof. If ψ : X → B(H) is Nica covariant then (2.2) holds by [19, Propositions 9.4 and 9.7].

Conversely, if (2.2) holds then for a ∈ K(Xp) and b ∈ K(Xq) the product ψ
(p)(a)ψ(q)(b) equals

ψ(p)(a)QψpQ
ψ
q ψ(q)(b), which is zero if pP∩qP = ∅ or is ψ(p)(a)QψrQ

ψ
q ψ(q)(b) if pP∩qP = rP . In

the latter case, we have Qψr ≤ Qψq and so by [19, Proposition 9.4] applied to Ψ := {Ψp,q}p,q∈P ,
we obtain ψ(p)(a)Qψr ψ(q)(b) = ψ(r)

(
ιrp(a)ιrq(b)

)
, using also that ιrp(a)ιrq(b) ∈ KX(r, r).
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If ψ : X → B(H) is Nica covariant, then Ψ := {Ψp,q}p,q∈P is Nica covariant by [19,

Proposition 9.5]. Putting ψ o P := Ψ o P for any a ∈ L(Xp, Xq), p, q ∈ P \ {e} we get

(ψ o P )(iLX (a)) = Ψp,q(iLX (a)), and therefore relations (2.3) are satis�ed. Conversely, if

ψ o P is any representation of DR(NT (X)) that extends ψ o P , we get a Nica covariant
representation Φ of LX that extends Ψ. The relations (2.3) imply that Φ = Ψ and hence
ψ o P := Ψ o P . �

Via the bijective correspondence in (2.1), we transport the notions of Toeplitz representa-
tion and condition (C) for representations of KX , see [19, De�nition 6.2 and De�nition 10.1]
to representations of the product system.

De�nition 2.15. A Nica covariant representation ψ : X → B(H) is Toeplitz covariant or
Nica-Toeplitz covariant if for each �nite family q1, . . . , qn ∈ P \ P ∗, n ∈ N, we have

(2.4) ψe(A) ∩ span{ψ(qi)(K(Xqi)) : i = 1, . . . , n} = {0}.
The representation ψ satis�es condition (C) if for each �nite family q1, . . . , qn ∈ P \P ∗, n ∈ N,

(2.5) the map A 3 a 7−→ ψe(a)
n∏
i=1

(1−Qψqi) is injective.

Lemma 2.16. Let ψ : X → B(H) be a Nica covariant representation of a compactly-aligned
product system X and Ψ := {Ψp,q}p,q∈P the associated representation of KX .

(i) ψ is Toeplitz covariant if and only if Ψ is Toeplitz covariant.
(ii) ψ satis�es condition (C) if and only if Ψ satis�es condition (C).

Proof. (i). Since ψ(q)(K(Xq)) = ψq(Xq)ψq(Xq)
∗ = Ψq,q(K(Xq)), Toeplitz covariance of Ψ

immediately implies that of ψ. The converse is left to the reader.
(ii). In one direction, it is immediate that ψ satis�es condition (C) when Ψ does. For the

converse, let p ∈ P and q1, . . . , qn ∈ P be such that p 6≥ qi, for i = 1, . . . , n for some n ∈ N.
We must show that K(Xp) 3 a −→ ψ(p)(a)

∏n
i=1(1−Qψqi) = Ψp,p(a)

∏n
i=1(1−QΨ

qi) is injective.

It follows from (2.2) that Qψp
∏n
i=1(1 − Qψqi) =

∏k
i=1(Qψp − Qψsi) for some k ≥ n and

p ≤ si 6≤ p. Then p−1si /∈ P ∗, for all i = 1, . . . , k. Hence the space K =
∏k
i=1(1−Qψ

p−1si
)H is

invariant for ψe and ψe|K is faithful. By [13, Proposition 1.6(2)], this implies that ψp(Xp)K

is invariant for ψ(p) and ψ(p)|ψp(Xp)K is faithful. For any q ∈ P , applying [19, Proposition 9.4]
twice we get

ψp(Xp)Q
ψ
q = Ψp,e(Xp)Q

Ψ
q = Ψpq,p(Xp ⊗ 1q) = QΨ

pqΨp,e(Xp) = Qψpqψp(Xp).

Therefore

ψp(Xp)
k∏
i=1

(1−Qψ
p−1si

) =

k∏
i=1

(Qψp −Qψsi)ψp(Xp) = Qψp

n∏
i=1

(1−Qψqi)ψp(Xp),

which gives the desired injectivity. �

Theorem 2.17 (Faithfulness on core subalgebras). Let ψ : X → B(H) be a Nica covariant
representation of a compactly-aligned product system X. Let ψ o P : DR(NT (X)) → B(H)
be the extension of ψ o P : NT (X)→ B(H) described in Lemma 2.14.

(i) ψ o P is faithful on the core BX
e of NT (X) if and only if ψ is injective and Toeplitz

covariant.
(ii) ψ o P is faithful on the core B

iLX
e of DR(NT (X)) if and only if ψ satis�es condition

(C).
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Moreover, if φp(A) ⊆ K(Xp) for every p ∈ P , then the equivalent conditions in (i) are satis�ed
if and only if those in (ii) hold.

Proof. Item (i) follows from Lemma 2.16(i) and [19, Corollary 6.3] applied to Ψ. By Lemma
2.16(ii) and [19, Corollary 10.5], ψ satis�es condition (C) if and only if Ψ is Nica-Toeplitz
covariant and injective. Hence (ii) follows from [19, Corollary 6.3] applied to Ψ. The last
claim of the theorem follows from Lemma 2.4 and [19, Proposition 10.4]. �

2.3. Uniqueness theorems. We aim to prove a uniqueness result for NT (X). Our result,
see Theorem 2.19, may be considered a far-reaching generalization of [13, Theorem 2.1] and
[23, Theorem 3.7], and was motivated in part by the need to better understand both hypothe-
ses and claims of [11, Theorem 7.2]. The proof will employ our abstract uniqueness theorem
for C∗-algebras associated to well-aligned ideals in C∗-precategories, cf. [19, Corollary 10.14].
As spin-o�s of our strategy of proof we will obtain a uniqueness result in a new context, see
Theorem 2.21, and a generalization of [12, Theorem 5.1].

We start with some preparation. We recall that aperiodicity for the group of right tensoring
{⊗1h}h∈P ∗ in a C∗-precategory was introduced in [19, De�nition 10.8]. The notion of aperiodic
Fell bundle is from [21]. Further, for any product system X the spaces {Xh}h∈P ∗ form a
saturated Fell bundle over the discrete group of units P ∗, see Remark 1.3. By [22, Theorem

9.8], {Xh}h∈P ∗ is aperiodic if and only if its dual action on the spectrum Â is topologically
free, at least when A contains an essential ideal which is separable or of Type I.

Proposition 2.18. If X is a product system over a semigroup P , then the group {⊗1h}h∈P ∗
of automorphisms of KX is aperiodic if and only if the Fell bundle {Xh}h∈P ∗ is aperiodic.

Proof. The only if part is trivial as Xh = KX(h, e), h ∈ P ∗. For the converse, let p ∈
P and h ∈ P ∗ 6= {e}. We may view Xp as an equivalence KX(p, p)-A-bimodule, in an
obvious way. Also we may view KX(ph, p) as a C∗-correspondence over KX(p, p) with left

action implemented by ⊗1h. With X̃p denoting the dual correspondence, we clearly have
isomorphisms of C∗-correspondences

KX(ph, p) ∼= Xph ⊗A X̃p
∼= Xp ⊗A Xh ⊗A X̃p

Hence KX(ph, p) is an equivalence bimodule Morita equivalent to the equivalence A-bimodule
Xh, cf. [22, Lemma 6.4]. Thus the assertion follows from [22, Corollary 6.3]. �

We recall that various criteria for amenability of ideals in right-tensor C∗-precategories
are given in [19, Section 8]. For example, any such ideal is amenable when the underlying
semigroup admits a controlled map into an amenable group, see [19, Theorem 8.4] in conjunc-
tion with the fact that any Fell bundle over an amenable group has amenable full sectional
C∗-algebra.

Theorem 2.19 (Uniqueness Theorem for NT (X)). Let X be a compactly-aligned product
system over a right LCM semigroup P such that KX is amenable. Suppose that either P ∗ = {e}
or that the Fell bundle {Xh}h∈P ∗ is aperiodic.

Consider the following conditions on a Nica covariant representation ψ : X → B(H):

(i) ψ satis�es condition (C);
(ii) ψ o P is an isomorphism from NT (X) onto span{ψ(x)ψ(y)∗ : x, y ∈ X};
(iii) ψ is injective and Toeplitz covariant.

Then (i)⇒(ii)⇒(iii) and if φp(A) ⊆ K(Xp) for every p ∈ P , then all these three conditions
are equivalent.
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Proof. Taking into account Lemmas 2.4, 2.16 and Proposition 2.10, the assertion follows from
[19, Corollary 10.14]. �

In general, condition (i) in Theorem 2.19 is stronger then (iii), cf. Example 2.22. It is an
open problem whether, under the assumptions of Theorem 2.19, conditions (ii) and (iii) are
always equivalent. We believe the answer to be a�rmative and in the next result con�rm this
under an assumption of aperiodicity.

Proposition 2.20. Suppose that the LCM semigroup P is a subsemigroup of a group G. Let
X be a compactly-aligned product system over P , and let Bθ = {Bθ

g}g∈G be the Fell bundle

associated to KX and θ = id in [19, Theorem 8.4]. If Bθ is amenable and aperiodic, then for
any Nica covariant representation ψ : X → B(H), the representation ψ o P of NT (X) is
faithful if and only if ψ is injective and Toeplitz covariant.

Proof. By [19, Proposition 12.10], see also [21, Corollary 4.3], ψ o P is faithful on NT (X) if
and only if it is faithful on the core subalgebra Bθ

e = BX
e . By Theorem 2.17, this holds if and

only if ψ is injective and Toeplitz covariant. See also [19, Remark 10.13]. �

We can use condition (C) in its full force by exploiting the Doplicher-Roberts version of
the Nica-Toeplitz algebra.

Theorem 2.21 (Uniqueness Theorem for DR(NT (X))). Let X be a compactly-aligned prod-
uct system over a right LCM semigroup P . Suppose that either P ∗ = {e} or that the Fell
bundle {Xh}h∈P ∗ is aperiodic. Assume also that LX is amenable. Then for a Nica covariant
representation ψ : X → B(H) the following are equivalent:

(i) ψ satis�es condition (C);
(ii) ψ o P is an isomorphism from DR(NT (X)) onto the closed linear span of operators

T satisfying T ∈ ψ(Xe) ∪ ψ(Xe)
∗ or

T ∈ QψpB(H)Qψq where Tψ(Xq) ⊆ ψ(Xp) and T ∗ψ(Xp) ⊆ ψ(Xq), for p, q ∈ P \ {e}.
The isomorphism in item (ii) restricts, under the embedding NT (X) ↪→ DR(NT (X))), to a
natural isomorphism NT (X) ∼= span{ψ(x)ψ(y)∗ : x, y ∈ X}.
Proof. In view of Lemmas 2.4, 2.16, we may apply [19, Theorem 10.15]. To �nish the proof,
we need to show that for any p, q ∈ P \ {e}, we have

Ψ(L(Xq, Xp)) = {T ∈ QψpB(H)Qψq : Tψ(Xq) ⊆ ψ(Xp) and T ∗ψ(Xp) ⊆ ψ(Xq)}

where Ψ : LX → B(H) is the extension of the Nica-Toeplitz representation Ψ := {Ψp,q}p,q∈P
of KX . This equality readily follows from the fact that ψ is injective (and hence isometric on
each �ber) and for a ∈ L(Xq, Xp), Ψ(a) is determined by the formulas Ψ(a)ψq(x) = ψp(ax)

and Ψ(a)(Qψq )⊥ = 0, where x ∈ Xq. �

Example 2.22 (Doplicher-Roberts version of O∞). We will now illustrate the above unique-
ness results for C∗-algebras of product systems in the case of the Cuntz algebra O∞. This in
particular will explain the results and phenomena encountered in [13].

Let {ui : i ∈ N} ⊂ B(H) be a family of isometries with orthogonal ranges, so u∗iuj = δi,j1 for
all i, j ∈ N. For n > 0 and any �nite collection i1, . . . , in of indices, let ui1i2...in := ui1ui2 . . . uin
and de�ne

Xn := span{ui1i2...in : i1, . . . , in ∈ N} Qn :=
∑

i1,...,in∈N
ui1i2...inu

∗
i1i2...in .

We also put X0 = CI and Q0 = 1. The family X = {Xn}n∈N with operations inherited from
B(H) becomes a product system over the semigroup N with coe�cient algebra A = C. For
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each n > 0, Qn is the orthogonal projection onto the space XnH. Note that (2.5), which is
our geometric condition (C), is equivalent to asking that Q1 is not equal to 1, i.e.

(2.6)
∑
i∈N

uiu
∗
i < 1,

where the in�nite sum is de�ned using the strong operator topology. Since NT (X) is gener-
ated by an in�nite family of isometries with orthogonal ranges given by {iX(uj) : j ∈ N}, [4,
Theorem 1.12] gives an isomorphism

(2.7) NT (X) ∼= span{XnX
∗
m : n,m ∈ N} ∼= O∞.

In particular, every countably in�nite family of isometries with orthogonal ranges gives rise
to an injective Nica-Toeplitz representation of X - the algebraic condition (2.4) is satis�ed
automatically. We denote by DR(O∞) the Doplicher-Roberts algebra associated to (Xn)n∈N.
Theorem 2.21 implies that (2.6) is equivalent to having an isomorphism

(2.8) DR(O∞) ∼= span

 ⋃
n,m∈N

{T ∈ QmB(H)Qn : TXn ⊆ Xm and T ∗Xm ⊆ Xn}

 .

Without condition (2.6), all we can say is that there is a surjective homomorphism from
DR(O∞) to the right-hand side of (2.8) obtained from the universal property of DR(NT (X)).

This example illustrates the fact that condition (C) captures uniqueness of the Doplicher-
Roberts algebra DR(O∞), which is a C∗-algebra containing O∞, and that uniqueness of O∞
as a C∗-algebra generated by isometries with orthogonal ranges is independent of condition
(C). This phenomenon is consistent with our Theorem 2.19, as the left action of A = C1 on
X1
∼= `2(N) is not by generalized compacts.
In order to get an e�cient uniqueness theorem for O∞ one needs to view it as a Nica-

Toeplitz algebra over the free semigroup F+
N . This idea, in disguise, was exploited in [13].

With our results in hand we can make it formal and explicit. Note that any product system
over a free semigroup F+

Λ is automatically compactly-aligned.

Lemma 2.23. Let Y :=
⊕

λ∈Λ Yλ be a direct sum of C∗-correspondences Yλ, λ ∈ Λ, over
a C∗-algebra A. There is a product system X = {Xp}p∈F+

Λ
over A such that for any word

p = λ1 . . . λn ∈ F+
Λ we have

Xp := Yλ1 ⊗ Yλ2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Yλn
and the product in X is given by the iterated internal tensor product. We have a one-to-one
correspondence between Nica covariant representations Ψ of X = {Xp}p∈F+

Λ
and representa-

tions (π, ψ) of the C∗-correspondence Y where

Ψ(yλ1 ⊗ yλ2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ yλn) = ψ(yλ1)ψ(yλ2) . . . ψ(yλn), yλi ∈ Yλi , i = 1, . . . , n.

Thus we have a natural isomorphism TY ∼= NT (X).

Proof. The proof is straightforward. We leave the details to the reader. �

Corollary 2.24. Let Y =
⊕

λ∈Λ Yλ be a direct sum of C∗-correspondences Yλ, λ ∈ Λ, over
a C∗-algebra A. Consider the following conditions that a representation (π, ψ) of the C∗-
correspondence Y in a Hilbert space H may satisfy:

(i) A acts, via π, faithfully on (ψ(
⊕

λ∈F Yλ)H)⊥ for every �nite subset F of Λ;
(ii) The C∗-algebra generated by π(A) ∪ ψ(Y ) is naturally isomorphic to TY ;
(iii) π(A) ∩ span{ψ(x)ψ(y)∗ : x, y ∈ Yλ, λ ∈ F} = {0} for every �nite F ⊆ Λ.
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Then (i)⇒(ii)⇒(iii). Moreover, if A acts by generalized compacts on the left of each Yλ,
λ ∈ Λ, then all the above conditions are equivalent.

Proof. Let X = {Xp}p∈F+
Λ
be the product system described in Lemma 2.23. Since NT (X)

and NT r(X) are isomorphic by [19, Corollary 8.6] and (F+
Λ)∗ = {e}, we may apply Theorem

2.19 to X. Translating the result, using Lemma 2.23, to C∗-correspondences Yλ, λ ∈ Λ, we
get the assertions. �

Remark 2.25. The relationship between conditions (i) and (ii) in Corollary 2.24 was es-
tablished in [13, Theorem 3.1]. The algebraic condition (iii), which is what we call Toeplitz
covariance, in general does not imply (i), see Example 2.22. We have already seen pieces of
evidence that in general Toeplitz covariance could be the right condition for characterizing
uniqueness of NT (X). Another evidence for this is again the case of O∞, as we shall now
explain.

If we specialize Corollary 2.24 to the C∗-correspondence X1
∼= `2(N) over C from Ex-

ample 2.22, then we may view X1 as a direct sum over N of �nite dimensional (even one
dimensional) spaces Yn. It is readily seen that for every representation of X coming from a
countably in�nite family of isometries with orthogonal ranges, both of conditions (i) and (iii)
in Corollary 2.24 are satis�ed. Since the left action is by compacts in each Yn, n ≥ 1, we may
use each of these conditions to recover the uniqueness of O∞.

2.4. Semigroup C∗-algebras twisted by product systems. Let X be a compactly-
aligned product system over a right LCM semigroup P . For each p ∈ P , let 1p ∈ `∞(P )
be the characteristic function of pP . Since the product 1p1q is either 1r (if pP ∩ qP = rP )
or 0, we have that BP := span{1p : p ∈ P} is a C∗-subalgebra of `∞(P ). Moreover, the
projections 1p form a semilattice isomorphic to J(P ). Recall that 1r denotes the identity in
L(Xr) for every r ∈ P . If 1 is the identity in the unitization DR(NT (X))∼ of DR(NT (X)),
then the projections {iLX (1p)}p∈P\{e} ∪ {1} form a semilattice isomorphic to J(P ), cf. [19,
Lemma 5.8]. Since the family J(P ) is independent, see [1, Corollary 3.6], it follows from [28,
Proposition 2.4] that the assignment

BP 3 1p 7−→ iLX (1p) ∈ DR(NT (X)), p ∈ P \ {e},
extends uniquely to an injective unital homomorphism BP ↪→ DR(NT (X))∼. We will use it
to identify BP with a C∗-subalgebra of DR(NT (X))∼.

De�nition 2.26. Let X be a compactly-aligned product system. We call the C∗-algebra

FR(X) := C∗ (BP · NT (X)) ⊆ DR(NT (X)),

generated by elements iLX (1p)iKX (a) where a ∈ K(q, r), p, q, r ∈ P , p 6= e, the Fowler-Raeburn
algebra of X or the semigroup C∗-algebra of P twisted by X.

Proposition 2.27. We have FR(X) = span{iKX (x)iLX (1p)iKX (y)∗ : x, y ∈ X, p ∈ P}. In
particular, BP ⊆ M(FR(X)). Moreover, FR(X) = NT (X) if and only if the left action of
A on each �ber Xp is by generalized compacts.

Proof. For any x ∈ X and p ∈ P , using Nica covariance of iLX twice, we get iKX (x)iLX (1p) =
iLX (x⊗ 1p) = iLX (1d(x)p)iKX (x), and similarly

(2.9) iLX (1p)iKX (x) =

{
iKX (x)iLX (1d(x)−1r) if pP ∩ d(x)P = rP,

0, otherwise.

This implies that BP · NT (X) ⊆ span{iKX (x)iLX (1p)iKX (y)∗ : x, y ∈ X, p ∈ P} ⊆ FR(X).
Hence to prove the �rst part of the assertion, it su�ces to show that the product of two
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elements of the form iKX (x)iLX (1p)iKX (y)∗ and iKX (z)iLX (1s)iKX (w)∗, x, y, z, w ∈ X, p, s ∈
P , can be approximated by a �nite sum of elements of that form. The product iKX (y)∗iKX (z)
can be approximated by a �nite sum of elements of the form iKX (f)iKX (g)∗, f, g ∈ X.
Applying (2.9) twice, we see that the product

iKX (x)iLX (1p)iKX (f)iKX (g)∗iLX (1s)iKX (w)∗

is either zero or of the form iKX (xf)iLX (1t)iKX (wg)∗. Thus FR(X) is the closed linear span
of {iKX (x)iLX (1p)iKX (y)∗ : x, y ∈ X, p ∈ P}. Now, (2.9) implies BP ⊆M(FR(X)).

If the left action of A on each �ber Xp is by compact operators, then KX ⊗ 1 ⊆ KX , by
Lemma 2.4. Hence iKX (x)iLX (1p)iKX (y)∗ = iKX (x⊗1p)iKX (y)∗ ∈ NT (X) for every x, y ∈ X
and p ∈ P . Therefore FR(X) ⊆ NT (X) and the reverse inclusion is obvious.

Conversely, if FR(X) ⊆ NT (X), then for any a ∈ A and p ∈ P \ {e} we have that
iLX (φp(a)) = iLX (1p)iKX (a) ∈ NT (X). Hence for any ε > 0 there is a �nite sum of the
form S =

∑
s,t iKX (as,t) where as,t ∈ K(Xt, Xs) such that ‖iLX (φp(a)) − S‖ < ε. Hence

‖EL(Λ(iLX (φp(a)))−EL(Λ(S))‖ < ε where EL is the transcendental conditional expectation
on NT r(X) constructed in [19]. By [19, Proposition 5.4], cf. also [19, Remark 5.7], we have

EL
(
L(ap,q)

)
=
⊕

w∈pP∩qP,
p−1w=q−1w

L(w)
p,q (ap,q), for ap,q ∈ K(Xq, Xp), p, q ∈ P where L(p)

p,p = id for

every p ∈ P . This implies that ‖φp(a)− ap,p‖ < ε. Thus φp(a) ∈ K(Xp). �

Left translation on `∞(P ) restricts to a unital semigroup homomorphism τ : P → End(ψe(A)′),
determined by τq(1p) = 1qp for p, q ∈ P . The isometric crossed product BP oτ P is natu-
rally isomorphic to the semigroup C∗-algebra C∗(P ), see [27, Lemma 2.14], so FR(X) may
be viewed as a version of C∗(P ) twisted by X, see [12], [11]. We make this explicit in our
setting.

Lemma 2.28. Let ψ be a nondegenerate representation of X on a Hilbert space H. For each

p ∈ P \ {e} there is a unique endomorphism αψp of ψe(A)′ such that

αψp (S)ψp(x) = ψp(x)S, for all S ∈ ψe(A)′, x ∈ Xp,

and αψp (1) vanishes on (ψp(Xp)H)⊥. We put αψe = id. Then αψ : P → End(ψe(A)′) is a
unital semigroup homomorphism.

Proof. The existence of αψp for each p ∈ P is proved in [11, Proposition 4.1 (1)]. The semigroup

law αψp ◦ αψq = αψpq for p, q ∈ P \ {e} is proved in [11, Proposition 4.1 (2)]. To allow p = e,

Fowler assumes all Xp are essential. With our de�nition of αψe , the semigroup law follows if
one or both of p, q equal e by a direct veri�cation. �

De�nition 2.29. A covariant representation of the quadruple (BP , P, τ,X) on a Hilbert
space H is a pair (π, ψ) consisting of a nondegenerate representation π : BP → B(H) and a

nondegenerate representation ψ : X → B(H) such that π(BP ) ⊆ ψe(A)′ and π ◦ τp = αψp ◦ π,
p ∈ P, where αψ : P → End(ψe(A)′) is de�ned in Lemma 2.28.

Proposition 2.30. There is a bijective correspondence between covariant representations
(π, ψ) of (BP , P, τ,X) and Nica covariant representations ψ of X implemented by π(1p) =

αψp (1) for p ∈ P .
In particular, there is a covariant representation (iBP , iX) of (BP , P, τ,X) such that

1) FR(X) = C∗(iBP (BP )iX(X))
2) for every covariant representation (π, ψ) of (BP , P, τ,X) there is a representation πoψ

of FR(X) such that π o ψ ◦ iBP = π and π o ψ ◦ iX = ψ.
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Proof. If (π, ψ) is a covariant representation of (BP , P, τ,X), then π(1p) = αψp (1), p ∈ P and

this relation determines π. Moreover, we have π(1p) = αψp (1) = Qψp , and therefore ψ is Nica
covariant by Lemma 2.14. Conversely, if ψ is a Nica covariant representations of X, then

αψp (1) = Qψp satisfy (2.2) and belong to ψe(A)′, cf. [19, Proposition 9.5]. Hence there is a

representation π : BP → ψe(A)′ determined by π(1p) = αψp (1), p ∈ P , by [28, Proposition

2.4]. Since π(τp(1q)) = π(1pq) = αψpq(1) = αψp (αψq (1)) = αψp (π(1q)) for every p, q ∈ P , we
conclude that (π, ψ) is a covariant representation of (BP , P, τ,X).

The second part of the assertion is now immediate (by representing FR(X) faithfully and
nondegenerately on a Hilbert space). �

Theorem 2.31 (Uniqueness Theorem for FR(X)). Retaining the assumptions in Theorem
2.21 each of the conditions (i) and (ii) therein are equivalent to the following one:

(iii) FR(X) ∼= span{ψ(x)Qψpψ(y)∗ : x, y ∈ X, p ∈ P}. In particular, π o ψ is faithful.

Proof. The implication (ii)⇒(iii) is obvious as FR(X) ⊆ DR(NT (X)). To see that (iii)⇒(i)
follows because condition (2.5) involves only elements lying in the image of the corresponding
representation of FR(X). Hence if they are satis�ed in DR(NT (X)) they need to be satis�ed
in FR(X). �

Remark 2.32. When X is compactly aligned, P is a positive cone in a quasi-lattice ordered
group and all the �bers Xp, p ∈ P , are essential, then FR(X) coincides with the algebra
denoted by BP oτ,X P in [11], see also [12]. In this case the equivalence of (i) and (iii) in
Theorem 2.31 is [11, Theorem 7.2], which in turn is a generalization of [12, Theorem 5.1].

Example 2.33 (Fowler-Raeburn version of O∞). Retain the notation of Example 2.22. We
noticed there that conditions (2.6) and (2.8) are equivalent. Denoting by FR(O∞) the Fowler-
Raeburn algebra FR(X) associated to (Xn)n∈N we see now, using Theorem 2.31, that these
equivalent conditions are further equivalent to having an isomorphism

(2.10) FR(O∞) ∼= span{XnQkX
∗
m : n,m, k ∈ N}.

In particular, O∞ embeds as a proper subalgebra of FR(O∞) by (2.7) and the second part of
Proposition 2.27, cf. [12, Example 5.6(2)]. The algebra FR(O∞) is separable while DR(O∞)
is not.

3. Nica-Toeplitz crossed products by completely positive maps

In this section we will introduce a general de�nition of Nica-Toeplitz C∗-algebra for an
action of a LCM semigroup by completely positive maps. We will do it in two steps. First
we introduce a Toeplitz C∗-algebra, and then obtain a Nica-Toeplitz C∗-algebra as a quotient
by `eliminating redundancies'. In the next sections we will analyze these C∗-algebras in more
detail in two special cases. Namely, when the action is by endomorphisms or by transfer
operators.

3.1. General construction. Let P be a right LCM semigroup. Let CP(A) denote a semi-
group of completely positive maps on a C∗-algebra A (with semigroup operation given by
composition).

De�nition 3.1. Let % : P 3 p 7→ %p ∈ CP(A) be a unital semigroup antihomomorphism, i.e.
αe = id and %q ◦ %p = %pq for all p, q ∈ P . We call (A,P, %) a C∗-dynamical system.

A representation of the semigroup P in a Hilbert space H is a unital semigroup homomor-
phism S : P → B(H) into the multiplicative semigroup of B(H). The following is an obvious
semigroup generalization of [18, De�nition 3.1].
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De�nition 3.2. A representation of a C∗-dynamical system (A,P, %) on a Hilbert space H is
a pair (π, S) consisting of a nondegenerate representation π : A→ B(H) and a homomorphism
S : P → B(H) such that

(3.1) S∗pπ(a)Sp = π(%p(a))

for all p, q ∈ P and a ∈ A. We put C∗(π, S) := C∗(
⋃
p∈P π(A)Sp). Exactly as in the proof

of [18, Lemma 3.2], one can prove that there is a universal representation (iA, t̂) of (A,P, %);
universal in the sense that for any other representation (π, S) of (A,P, %) the maps

(3.2) iA(a) 7−→ π(a), iA(a)t̂p 7−→ π(a)Sp, a ∈ A, p ∈ P,

give rise to an epimorphism from C∗(iA, t̂) onto C∗(π, S). Up to a natural isomorphism the
C∗-algebra T (A,P, %) := C∗(iA(A), t̂) is uniquely determined by (A,P, %), and we call it the
Toeplitz algebra of (A,P, %).

For any C∗-algebra C we denote by RM(C), LM(C) andM(C) the algebras of right, left
and two-sided multipliers of C, respectively, cf. [31, 3.12]. We say that a map % on C is strict
if for any approximate unit {µλ} in C, the net {%(µλ)} converges strictly to a multiplier of C.

Lemma 3.3. We have T (A,P, %) = C∗(
⋃
p∈P iA(A)t̂piA(A)). Hence iA(A) is a nondegenerate

subalgebra of T (A,P, %) and {t̂p}p∈P ⊆ RM(T (A,P, %)). If every %p, p ∈ P , is strict then

T (A,P, %) = C∗(
⋃
p∈P t̂piA(A)) and {t̂p}p∈P ⊆M(T (A,P, %)).

Proof. Suppose that T (A,P, %) acts in a nondegenerate way on a Hilbert space H. By [18,
Proposition 3.10 and Lemma 3.8], for any p ∈ P and an approximate unit {µλ}λ∈Λ in A we
have s- limλ∈Λ iA(µλ)t̂p = t̂p and iA(A)t̂p ⊆ iA(A)t̂piA(A). In particular, t̂p ∈ T (A,P, %)′′

and T (A,P, %) ⊆ C∗(
⋃
p∈P iA(A)t̂piA(A)). The reverse inclusion C∗(

⋃
p∈P iA(A)t̂piA(A)) ⊆

T (A,P, %) is clear since iA(A) = iA(A)t̂e ⊆ T (A,P, %). Thus iA(A) is a nondegenerate
subalgebra of T (A,P, %). Every b ∈ T (A,P, %) is of the form b′iA(a), where b′ ∈ T (A,P, %),
a ∈ A, and bt̂p = b′iA(a)t̂p ∈ b′iA(A)t̂piA(A) ⊆ T (A,P, %). Hence t̂p ∈ RM(T (A,P, %)), for
every p ∈ P .

Suppose now that every map %p, p ∈ P , is strict. By [18, Proposition 3.10 and Remark

3.9], we get t̂piA(A) ⊆ iA(A)t̂piA(A), for every p ∈ P . Using this, similarly as above, one gets

that T (A,P, %) = C∗(
⋃
p∈P t̂piA(A)) and t̂p ∈ LM(T (A,P, %)), for every p ∈ P . �

Let (π, S) be a representation of (A,P, %). In view of (3.1) the Banach spaces

K(π,S)(p, q) := π(A)Spπ(A)S∗qπ(A), p, q ∈ P,

form a C∗-precategory. In general, it is not obvious that there exists a right-tensor C∗-
precategory containing K(π,S) as an ideal. Nevertheless, we can mimic the de�nition of Nica
covariance to de�ne a Nica-Toeplitz algebra as follows, where we also draw on inspiration
from [6].

De�nition 3.4. Let (π, S) be a representation of (A,P, %). We say that a pair (a · b, k) is
a redundancy for (π, S) if a ∈ K(π,S)(p, q), b ∈ K(π,S)(s, t) and k ∈ K(π,S)(pq

−1r, ts−1r), for
some p, q, s, t, r ∈ P with qP ∩ sP = rP , are such that

(3.3) abπ(c)Sts−1r = kπ(c)Sts−1r for all c ∈ A.

We say that (π, S) is Nica covariant if

(1) for every redundancy (a · b, k) we have a · b = k;
(2) K(π,S)(p, q)K(π,S)(s, t) = {0} whenever qP ∩ sP = ∅.
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Remark 3.5. Note that if (a ·b, k) is a redundancy for (π, S), then a ·b determines k uniquely,
via (3.3). Indeed, just note that the essential subspace for k is

K(π,S)(ts−1r, ts−1r)H = π(A)Sts−1rπ(A)H = π(A)Sts−1rH.

We de�ne the Nica-Toeplitz algebra of the C∗-dynamical system (A,P, %) to be the C∗-
algebra NT (A,P, %) := C∗(jA, ŝ) generated by a universal Nica covariant representation
(jA, ŝ) of (A,P, %). As the next result shows, there is an alternate way to justify its existence.

Lemma 3.6. We have NT (A,P, %) ∼= T (A,P, %)/N where N is the ideal of T (A,P, %) gen-
erated by the di�erences

a · b− k where (a · b, k) is a redundancy for (iA, t̂)

and products

a · b where a ∈ K(iA,t̂)
(p, q), b ∈ K(iA,t̂)

(s, t) and qP ∩ sP = ∅.

Proof. It is straightforward and therefore left to the reader. �

We aim to investigate uniqueness of representations of NT (A,P, ρ). We will do this by
specializing to two classes of actions where NT (A,P, ρ) admits realizations as a Nica-Toeplitz
algebra of a right-tensor C∗-precategory.

Remark 3.7. Even though in the greatest generality of an action by completely positive maps
there is no obvious structure of a right-tensor category, it is still possible to de�ne a notion
similar to well-aligned for C∗-precategory and show that it provides a structural description
of NT (A,P, ρ) similar to the Nica-Toeplitz algebra of a C∗-precategory, cf. [19, Remark 3.9].
We include the details here for two reasons: �rst of all because the classes of examples we
consider exhibit this additional feature and second because we believe the observation may
be of use in future investigations.

We say that a C∗-dynamical system (A,P, %) is well-aligned if for every representation
(π, S) of (A,P, %) and all pairs a ∈ K(π,S)(p, q) and b ∈ K(π,S)(s, t) with qP ∩ sP = rP there

is k ∈ K(π,S)(pq
−1r, ts−1r) such that (a · b, k) is a redundancy for (π, S) (obviously it su�ces

to check this requirement only for the universal representation (iA, t̂)).
We now claim that if a C∗-dynamical system (A,P, %) is well-aligned, then

NT (A,P, %) = span{
⋃
p,q∈P

K(jA,ŝ)(p, q)}.

Indeed, the Banach space span{
⋃
p,q∈P K(jA,ŝ)(p, q)} is closed under taking adjoints. Thus

we only need to check that it is closed under multiplication. Let a ∈ K(jA,ŝ)(p, q) and b ∈
K(jA,ŝ)(s, t). If qP ∩ sP = ∅, then a · b = 0 by Nica covariance of (jA, ŝ). Assume then that

qP ∩ sP = rP . By well-alignment there is k ∈ K(jA,ŝ)(pq
−1r, ts−1r) such that (a · b, k) is a

redundancy for (jA, ŝ). Hence a · b = k ∈ K(jA,ŝ)(pq
−1r, ts−1r), again by Nica covariance.

3.2. Nica-Toeplitz crossed products by endomorphisms. Throughout this subsection
we let P be a right LCM semigroup and denote by α : P 3 p 7→ αp ∈ End(A) a unital
semigroup antihomomorphism, i.e. αe = id and αq ◦ αp = αpq for all p, q ∈ P , where we
assume that αp is an endomorphism of A for each p ∈ P . Since ∗-homomorphisms are
completely positive maps, (A,P, α) is a C∗-dynamical system in the sense of De�nition 3.1.

Earlier approaches to associating a Toeplitz-type crossed product to (A,P, α) involve a
product system over P , see e.g. [11, Section 3]. Along the same lines, for each p ∈ P , let
Ep := αp(A)A be the C∗-correspondence over A where

〈x, y〉p := x∗y, a · x · b := αp(a)xb, x, y ∈ Ep, a, b ∈ A.
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We de�ne multiplication on Eα =
⊔
p∈P Ep by

(3.4) Ep × Eq 3 (x, y) 7−→ αq(x)y ∈ Epq.

It is readily seen that the above map induces an isomorphism Ep ⊗ Eq ∼= Epq and hence Eα
is a product system, cf. [11, Lemma 3.2]. The left action on each �ber is by generalized
compacts, cf. [18, Lemma 3.25]. Hence by Lemma 2.4 we have a right-tensor C∗-precategory
KEα = {K(Ep, Eq)}p,q∈P which is a well-aligned ideal in the C∗-precategory associated to E.

We describe next another right-tensor C∗-precategory from (A,P, α) which will be use-
ful in proving that our dynamical system is well-aligned. As in [17, Example 3.4], Kα :=
{αp(A)Aαq(A)}p,q∈P is a C∗-precategory with multiplication, involution and norm inherited
from A. There is a right tensoring on Kα given by

αp(A)Aαq(A) 3 a −→ a⊗ 1r := αr(a) ∈ αpr(A)Aαqr(A).

Our �rst observation is that Kα and KEα are the same, up to isomorphism.

Lemma 3.8. The right-tensor C∗-precategories KEα and Kα are isomorphic with the isomor-
phism given by K(Ep, Eq) 3 Θx,y 7−→ xy∗ ∈ Kα(p, q).

Proof. Let xi ∈ Eq and yi ∈ Ep, for i = 1, . . . , n. Since
∑n

i=1 xiy
∗
i ∈ αq(A)Aαp(A) we have

‖
n∑
i=1

xiy
∗
i ‖ = sup

y∈αp(A)A

‖y‖=1

‖
n∑
i=1

xiy
∗
i y‖ = sup

y∈Ep
‖y‖=1

‖
n∑
i=1

xi〈yi, y〉‖ = ‖
n∑
i=1

Θxi,yi‖.

Thus K(Ep, Eq) 3 Θx,y 7→ xy∗ ∈ Kα(p, q) extends to an isometric isomorphism, and straight-
forward calculations show that these maps form an isomorphism of C∗-precategories KEα and
Kα. Further, the maps intertwine right tensoring because for x ∈ Eq, y, z ∈ Ep, w ∈ Er we
have αr(x) ∈ Eqr and αr(y) ∈ Epr, thus

(Θx,y ⊗ 1r)(z · w) = x · 〈y, z〉p · w = αr(x)αr(y
∗z)w = Θαr(x),αr(y)z · w.

�

Lemma 3.9. Let (π, S) be a representation of (A,P, α) on a Hilbert space H.

(i) For every p ∈ P , Sp is a partial isometry and

π(a)Sp = Spπ(α(a)), for all a ∈ A.

In particular, the projection SpS
∗
p belongs to the commutant of π(A) and

K(π,S)(p, q) = Spπ
(
αp(A)Aαq(A)

)
S∗q , for all p, q ∈ P ;

(ii) For any approximate unit {µλ} in A and all p ∈ P we have S∗pSp = s- limλ∈Λ π(αp(µλ)).
In particular, π(a)S∗pSp = π(a) for all a ∈ Aαp(A);

(iii) The family of projections {S∗pSp}p∈P op forms a decreasing net, that is

q = tp =⇒ S∗qSq ≤ S∗pSp;

(iv) Let a ∈ K(π,S)(p, q), b ∈ K(π,S)(s, t) and k ∈ K(π,S)(pq
−1r, ts−1r), where p, q, s, t, r ∈ P

with qP ∩ sP = rP . The pair (a · b, k) is a redundancy if and only if

k = Spq−1rπ(αq−1r(a0)αs−1r(b0))S∗ts−1r

where a0 ∈ αp(A)Aαq(A) and b0 ∈ αs(A)Aαt(A) are such that a = Spπ(a0)S∗q , b =
Ssπ(b0)S∗t .
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Proof. Part (i) follows from [18, Proposition 3.12]. Part (ii) follows from (3.1), because π is
nondegenerate and therefore π(µλ) converges strongly to identity. To see part (iii) assume
that q = tp, and notice that by part (ii) we have

(S∗qSq)(S
∗
pSp) = s- lim

λ∈Λ
s- lim
λ′∈Λ

π
(
αq(µλ)αp(µ

′
λ)
)

= s- lim
λ∈Λ

s- lim
λ′∈Λ

π
(
αp(αt(µλ)µ′λ)

)
= s- lim

λ∈Λ
π
(
αp(αt(µλ))

)
= s- lim

λ∈Λ
π
(
αq(µλ)

)
= S∗qSq.

Let now a, b and k be as in part (iv). By part (i) there are a0 ∈ αp(A)Aαq(A) and b0 ∈
αs(A)Aαt(A) such that a = Spπ(a0)S∗q , b = Ssπ(b0)S∗t . By Remark 3.5, condition (3.3) de-
termines k uniquely. Thus it su�ces to show that for k := Spq−1rπ(αq−1r(a0)αs−1r(b0))S∗ts−1r,
the pair (a · b, k) is a redundancy. This follows from the following computation:

a · bπ(c)Sts−1r =
(
Spπ(a0)S∗q

)(
Ssπ(b0)S∗t

)
π(c)StSs−1r

(3.1)
= Spπ(a0)S∗qSsπ(b0αt(c))Ss−1r

(i)
= Spπ(a0)S∗qSrπ

(
αs−1r(b0αt(c))

)
= Spπ(a0)S∗qSqSq−1rπ

(
αs−1r(b0αt(c))

)
(ii)
= Spπ(a0)Sq−1rπ

(
αs−1r(b0αt(c))

)
(i)
= Spq−1rπ

(
αq−1r(a0)αs−1r(b0αt(c))

)
= Spq−1rπ

(
αq−1r(a0)αs−1r(b0)

)
π(αts−1r(c))

(3.1)
= kπ(c)Sts−1r.

�

Proposition 3.10. There are bijective correspondences between:

(i) representations (π, S) of the C∗-dynamical system (A,P, α);
(ii) nondegenerate right-tensor representations Ψ of Kα on a Hilbert space;
(iii) nondegenerate representations ψ of the product system Eα on a Hilbert space.

Explicitly, these correspondences are determined by

(3.5) Ψp,q(a) = Spπ(a)S∗q , for a ∈ Kα(p, q), p, q ∈ P

and

(3.6) ψp(x) = Spπ(x), for x ∈ Ep = αp(A)A and Sp = s- lim
λ∈Λ

ψp(αp(µλ)),

where {µλ} is an approximate unit in A and p, q ∈ P . In particular, there are canonical
isomorphisms T (Eα) ∼= T (Kα) ∼= T (A,P, α).

Proof. By [18, Proposition 3.10], modulo [18, Lemma 3.25], for each p ∈ P the formula
for ψp in (3.6) yields a bijective correspondence between representations (ψp, ψe) of the C∗-
correspondence Ep and representations (π, Sp) of the single endomorphism αp. Thus to es-
tablish the bijective correspondence between representations in (i) and (iii) it su�ces to check
the equivalence of semigroup laws. Suppose that ψ is given by (3.6) for a representation (π, S)
of (A,P, α). By Lemma 3.9,

ψp(x)ψq(y) = Spπ(x)Sqπ(y) = SpSqπ(αq(x))π(y) = Spqπ(αq(x)y) = ψpq(x · y).

Hence, ψ is a representation of Eα. Conversely, if ψ is a representation of Eα and S is given
by the strong limits in (3.6), then

SpSq = s- lim
λ∈Λ

s- lim
λ′∈Λ

ψp(αp(µλ))ψq(αq(µ
′
λ)) = s- lim

λ∈Λ
s- lim
λ′∈Λ

ψpq(αq(αp(µλ)µ′λ))

= s- lim
λ∈Λ

ψpq(αq(αp(µλ))) = Spq.
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This proves the bijective correspondence between representations in (i) and (iii). By virtue
of Lemma 3.8, the correspondence between representations in (ii) and (iii) is given by Corol-
lary 2.8. In particular, in view of (3.6), (2.1) translates to (3.5).

�

Proposition 3.11. The system (A,P, α) is well-aligned and the bijective correspondences in
Proposition 3.10 respect Nica covariance of representations. In particular,

NT (Eα) ∼= NT (Kα) ∼= NT (A,P, α).

Moreover, a representation (π, S) of (A,P, α) is Nica covariant if and only if S is Nica co-
variant as a representation of P , i.e.:

(3.7) (SpS
∗
p)(SqS

∗
q ) =

{
SrS

∗
r , if qP ∩ sP = rP for some r ∈ P,

0, if qP ∩ sP = ∅.

Proof. The �rst claim in the proposition follows from applying Proposition 3.10, Lemma
3.9 (iv), and Proposition 2.10, see (2.1). Chasing universal properties will give the claimed
isomorphisms of Nica-Toeplitz algebras.

To prove the last claim of the proposition, let (π, S), ψ and Ψ be in the correspondence
described in Proposition 3.10. Assume that (π, S), and therefore also Ψ, is Nica covariant.
Then for every p, q ∈ P and a ∈ αp(A)Aαp(A), b ∈ αq(A)Aαq(A) we have

Spπ(a)S∗pSqπ(b)S∗q =

{
Srπ(αp−1r(a)αq−1r(b))S

∗
r , if qP ∩ sP = rP for some r ∈ P,

0, if qP ∩ sP = ∅.

Inserting in the above formula a = αp(µλ) and b = αq(µλ), where {µλ} is an approximate
unit in A, and passing to strong limit gives

(SpS
∗
p)(SqS

∗
q ) =

{
Sr(S

∗
p−1rSp−1r)(S

∗
q−1rSq−1r)S

∗
r , if qP ∩ sP = rP for some r ∈ P,

0, if qP ∩ sP = ∅,

by Lemma 3.9 (ii). By Lemma 3.9 we have Sr(S
∗
p−1rSp−1r) = Sr and (S∗q−1rSq−1r)S

∗
r = S∗r .

Hence we get (3.7).
Conversely, suppose that (3.7) holds. Let a ∈ αp(A)Aαp(A) and b ∈ αq(A)Aαq(A) for some

p, q ∈ P . If qP ∩ sP = ∅, then Spπ(a)S∗pSqπ(b)S∗q = 0 because Sp and Sq have orthogonal
ranges. Assume that qP ∩ sP = rP . By appealing to Lemma 3.9 (ii) and (i), we get

Spπ(a)S∗pSqπ(b)S∗q
(3.7)
= Spπ(a)S∗pSrS

∗
rSqπ(b)S∗q

= Spπ(a)(S∗pSp)Sp−1rS
∗
q−1r(S

∗
qSq)π(b)S∗q

=Spπ(a)Sp−1rS
∗
q−1rπ(b)S∗q

=Srπ(αp−1r(a)αq−1r(b))S
∗
r .

This, in conjunction with Lemma 3.8, proves Nica covariance of ψ. Hence (π, S) is Nica
covariant, by the �rst part of the proposition. �

Let us notice that for h ∈ P ∗ the endomorphism αh is in fact an automorphism. Thus we
have a group action (P ∗)op 3 h 7→ αh ∈ Aut(A) of the opposite group to P ∗. Recall, cf. [22,
De�nition 2.15], that the group {αh}h∈P ∗op of automorphisms of A is aperiodic if for every
h ∈ P ∗ \ {e} and every non-zero hereditary subalgebra D of A we have inf{‖αh(a)a‖ : a ∈
D+, ‖a‖ = 1} = 0.

Lemma 3.12. The group {αh}h∈P ∗op is aperiodic if and only if the Fell bundle {Eαh}h∈P ∗ is
aperiodic if and only if the group of automorphisms {⊗1h}h∈P ∗ of Kα is aperiodic.
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Proof. It is known, see [22, Theorem 2.9], that aperiodicity of {αh}h∈P ∗ is equivalent to the
following condition: for every h ∈ P ∗\{e}, every b ∈ A and every non-zero hereditary subalge-
bra D of A we have inf{‖αh(a)ba‖ : a ∈ D+, ‖a‖ = 1} = 0. The latter is exactly aperiodicity
of {Eαh}h∈P ∗ . Aperiodicity of {Eαh}h∈P ∗ is equivalent to aperiodicity of {⊗1h}h∈P ∗ on Kα,
by Proposition 2.18 and Lemma 3.8. �

We are now ready to state the uniqueness theorem for Nica-Toeplitz crossed products
associated to (A,P, α).

Theorem 3.13 (Uniqueness Theorem for NT (A,P, α)). Let (A,P, α) be a C∗-dynamical
system where each αp, p ∈ P , is an endomorphism, and P is a right LCM semigroup. Suppose
that either P ∗ = {e} or that the group {αh}h∈P ∗op of automorphisms of A is aperiodic. Assume
moreover that Kα is amenable. Then for a Nica covariant representation (π, S) of (A,P, α),
i.e. a representation satisfying (3.7), the canonical epimorphism:

NT (A,P, α) −→ span{Spπ(a)S∗q : a ∈ αp(A)Aαq(A), p, q ∈ P}

is an isomorphism if and only if for any �nite family q1, . . . , qn ∈ P \ P ∗ the representation
A 3 a 7→ π(a)

∏n
i=1(1− SqiS∗qi) is faithful.

Proof. By Proposition 3.11, we may view NT (A,P, α) as the Nica-Toeplitz algebra NT (Eα)
of the compactly-aligned product system Eα, where the left action on each �ber is by compacts.
Thus the assertion follows from Theorem 2.19 modulo Lemma 3.12 and the observation that
for a representation Ψ of Kα associated to (π, S) we have, due to Lemma 3.9 (ii), QΨ

p H =
Ψp,p(Kα(p, p))H = Spπ(Kα(p, p))S∗pH = SpS

∗
pH. �

3.3. Nica-Toeplitz crossed products by transfer operators. Throughout this section
we assume that L : P 3 p 7→ Lp ∈ Pos(A) is a unital semigroup antihomomorphism taking
values in the semigroup of positive maps on a C∗-algebra A. We additionally assume that for
each p ∈ P the map Lp : A → A admits a `multiplicative section', i.e. a ∗-homomorphism
αp : A→M(A) such that

(3.8) Lp(aαp(b)) = Lp(a)b, a, b ∈ A.

Thus (A,αp, Lp) is a so called Exel-system and Lp is a (generalized) transfer operator for the
endomorphism αp [6], [9]. We emphasize that the choice of endomorphisms {αp}p∈P in general
is far from being unique, cf. [18]. In particular, we do not assume that the family {αp}p∈P
forms a semigroup. Nevertheless, we show that we may associate to (A,P, L) a product system
mimicking [25]. We also note that (3.8) implies that each Lp is not only positive but in fact
a completely positive map, cf. [18, Lemma 4.1]. Thus (A,P, L) is a C∗-dynamical system in
the sense of De�nition 3.1.

Let p ∈ P . The C∗-correspondence Mp associated to the transfer operator Lp is the com-
pletion of the space Ap := A endowed with a right semi-inner-product A-bimodule structure
given by

a · x · b := axαp(b) for a, b ∈ A and 〈x, y〉p := Lp(x
∗y) for all x, y, a ∈ Ap.

The image of x ∈ Ap = A in Mp will be denoted by (p, x).

Remark 3.14. By [18, Lemma 4.4], for each p ∈ P the map (p, aαp(b)) 7→ a⊗Lp b, a, b ∈ A,
determines an isomorphism of C∗-correspondences from Mp onto the KSGNS-correspondence
XLp of the completely positive map Lp ([18, Lemma 4.4] is stated under the assumption that
αp(A) ⊆ A, but a quick inspection of the proof shows that this assumption is not needed, cf.
also Lemma 3.15 below).
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Lemma 3.15. Let p, q ∈ P . For any a ∈ A, x ∈ Apq, and any approximate unit {µλ} in A
the elements (pq, xαp(µλ)) converge to (pq, x) in Mpq.

Proof. This follows from taking limits in the equalities

‖(pq, xαp(µλ)− x)‖2 = ‖Lpq(αp(µλ)x∗xαp(µλ)− αp(µλ)x∗x− x∗xαp(µλ) + x∗x)‖

= ‖Lq
(
µλLp(x

∗x)µλ − µλLp(x∗x)− Lp(x∗x)µλ + Lp(x
∗x)
)
‖.

�

Proposition 3.16. The disjoint union of C∗-correspondences ML =
⊔
p∈P Mp is a product

system over the semigroup P , with multiplication determined by

(3.9) (p, x)(q, y) := (pq, xαp(y)), x, y ∈ A, p, q ∈ P.

Proof. For all x, y, x′, y′ ∈ A, p, q ∈ P we have

〈(p, x)⊗A (q, y), (p, x′)⊗A (q, y′)〉 = 〈(q, y), 〈(p, x), (p, x′)〉(q, y′)〉
= Lq(y

∗Lp(x
∗x′)y′) = Lpq(αp(y

∗)x∗xαp(y)
)

= 〈(pq, xαp(y)), (pq, x′αp(y
′))〉

= 〈(p, x)(q, y), (p, x′)(q, y′)〉.

Thus we see that (3.9) extends uniquely to a multiplication Mp ×Mq → Mpq that factors
trough to an isometric C∗-correspondence map Mp⊗AMq →Mpq, which is also surjective by
Lemma 3.15. What is left to be shown is that multiplication (3.9) is associative. To this end,
we note that for any x, y, z ∈ A and p, q, r ∈ P we have(

(p, x)(q, y)
)
(r, z) = (pqr, xαp(y)αqp(z)), (p, x)

(
(q, y)(r, z)

)
= (pqr, xαp

(
yαq(z)

)
).

Thus it su�ces to show that ‖xαp(y)αqp(z) − xαp
(
yαq(z)

)
‖2Mpqr

= 0. This however follows

from the transfer property of L since for any a ∈ A we have

Lpqr
(
axαp

(
yαq(z

))
= Lqr

(
Lp(ax)yαq(z)

)
= Lr

(
Lq
(
Lp(axαp(y))

)
z
)

= Lr

(
Lpq
(
axαp(y)αqp(z)

))
= Lpqr

(
axαp(y)αqp(z)

)
.

�

Proposition 3.17. Let ML be the product system constructed above. We have a one-to-one
correspondence between representations (π, S) of (A,P, L) and nondegenerate representations
ψ of ML on Hilbert spaces, given by

(3.10) ψp(p, x) = π(x)Sp, x ∈ A,

(3.11) Sp = s- lim
λ∈Λ

ψp(p, µλ)

where {µλ}λ∈Λ is an approximate unit in A. For the corresponding representations, we have
C∗(π, S) = C∗(ψ(ML)), and in particular T (A,P, L) ∼= T (ML).

Proof. In view of Remark 3.14, it follows from [18, Proposition 3.10] that relations (3.10)
and (3.11) establish bijective correspondence between representations (π, Sp) of (A,Lp) and
nondegenerate representations (ψe, ψp) of Mp. Thus we only need to check the semigroup
laws. Assume �rst that (π, S) is a representation of (A,L) and let ψ be given by (3.10).
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The isomorphism Mp
∼= XLp in Remark 3.14 implies that π(aαp(b))Sp = ψp(p, aαp(b)) =

π(a)Spπ(b) for any a, b ∈ A. Using this, for x, y ∈ A, p, q ∈ P , we get

ψ(p, x)ψ(q, y) = π(x)Spπ(y)Sq = π(xαp(y))Spq = ψ(pq, xαp(y)).

Hence ψ : ML → B(H) is a semigroup homomorphism.
Now assume that ψ : ML → B(H) is a representation. By (3.10), (3.11) and Lemma 3.15 we
have

SpSq = s- lim
λ∈Λ

(
s- lim
λ′∈Λ′

ψ(p, µλ)ψ(q, µ′λ′)
)

= s- lim
λ∈Λ

(
s- lim
λ′∈Λ′

ψ(pq, µλαp(µ
′
λ′))
)

= s- lim
λ∈Λ

ψ(pq, µλ)
)

= s- lim
λ∈Λ

π(µλ)Spq = Spq.

�

Remark 3.18. If for p ∈ P we may choose αp taking values in A, then for each p ∈ P , Lp
extends to a strictly continuous map Lp : M(A) → M(A), see [18, Proposition 4.2]. This
implies that the limit (3.11) may be taken in the strict topology ofM(C∗(π, S)) and so the
multiplier Sp is determined by Spπ(a) = ψp(p, αp(a)), cf. [18, Proposition 3.10] and Lemma
3.3.

Proposition 3.19. Suppose that the product system ML is compactly aligned. The bijec-
tive correspondence in Proposition 3.17 restricts to a bijective correspondence between Nica-
Toeplitz representations (π, S) of (A,P, L) and nondegenerate Nica-Toeplitz representations ψ
of ML. In particular,

NT (A,P, L) = span{jA(a)ŝpŝ
∗
qjA(b) : a ∈ αp(A)A, b ∈ αq(A)A, p, q ∈ P} ∼= NT (ML).

Proof. Let (π, S) be a representation of (A,P, L) and ψ a representation ofML such that (3.10)
and (3.11) hold. By Proposition 2.10, ψ is Nica covariant if and only if the representation
Ψ := {Ψp,q}p,q∈P of KML

, given by (2.1), is Nica covariant. Note that for every p, q ∈ P ,

the map Ψp,q : K(Mq,Mp) → π(A)Spπ(A)S∗qπ(A), given by (2.1), is surjective. Thus if
a ∈ K(π,S)(p, q), b ∈ K(π,S)(s, t) for some p, q, s, t ∈ P , then there are a′ ∈ KML

(p, q), b′ ∈
KML

(s, t) such that Ψp,q(a
′) = a and Ψs,t(b

′) = b. It su�ces to show that if qP ∩sP = rP , for

some r ∈ P , then (a · b, k), where k = Ψpq−1r,ts−1r

(
(a′ ⊗ 1q−1r)(b

′ ⊗ 1s−1r)
)
, is a redundancy

for (π, S). For any c ∈ A we have

bπ(c)Sts−1r = bπ(c)StSs−1r = bψt((t, c))Ss−1r = ψs
(
b′(t, c)

)
Ss−1r

(3.11)
= s- lim

λ∈Λ
ψs
(
b′(t, c)

)
ψs−1r

(
(s−1r, µλ)

)
= s- lim

λ∈Λ
ψr
(
b′(t, c)(s−1r, µλ)

)
= s- lim

λ∈Λ
Ψr,ts−1r

(
b′ ⊗ 1s−1r

)
ψts−1r

(
(t, c)(s−1r, µλ)

)
= s- lim

λ∈Λ
Ψr,ts−1r

(
b′ ⊗ 1s−1r

)
π(c)Stψs−1r

(
(s−1r, µλ)

)
= Ψr,ts−1r

(
b′ ⊗ 1s−1r

)
π(c)Sts−1r.

Hence for any c ∈ A we have bπ(c)Sts−1r = Ψr,ts−1r

(
b′ ⊗ 1s−1r

)
π(c)Sts−1r ∈ ψr

(
Mr). Since,

for any x ∈ Mr we have aψr(x) = Ψpq−1r,r

(
a′ ⊗ 1s−1r

)
ψr(x), we conclude that for any
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c ∈ A we have a · b π(c)Sts−1r = Ψpq−1r,ts−1r

(
(a′ ⊗ 1q−1r)(b

′ ⊗ 1s−1r)
)
π(c)Sts−1r. Hence

(a · b,Ψpq−1r,ts−1r

(
(a′ ⊗ 1q−1r)(b

′ ⊗ 1s−1r)
)

) is a redundancy for (π, S).

�

Using the above result we can apply Theorem 2.19 to the product system ML to get a
uniqueness theorem for the Nica-Toeplitz crossed product NT (A,P, L). Nevertheless, in this
generality we can not simplify the assertion of Theorem 2.19 in a meaningful way. Therefore
we will specialize to the case of `transfer operators of �nite type'.

3.4. Nica-Toeplitz crossed products by transfer operators of �nite type. As in the
previous subsection, we let L : P 3 p 7→ Lp ∈ Pos(A) be a unital semigroup antihomomor-
phism. We recall that if % : A → A is a positive map, then the multiplicative domain of % is
the C∗-subalgebra of A given by

MD(%) := {a ∈ A : %(b)%(a) = %(ba) and %(a)%(b) = %(ab) for every b ∈ A}.
Throughout this subsection for every p ∈ P we make the following standing assumptions:

(A1) Lp faithful, i.e. Lp(a
∗a) = 0 implies a = 0;

(A2) Lp maps its multiplicative domain onto A.

We note that in the presence of axiom (A1), axiom (A2) is equivalent to the following two
conditions:

(A2a) there is an endomorphism αp : A→ A such that Lp is a transfer operator for αp as in
[6] and Ep := αp ◦ Lp is a conditional expectation onto the range of αp;

(A2b) Lp(µλ) converges strictly to 1 ∈M(A), for any approximate unit {µλ} in A.
Speci�cally, (A1) and (A2) imply that Lp|MD(Lp) is a ∗-isomorphism onto A and its inverse:

(3.12) αp := (Lp|MD(Lp))
−1

de�nes a monomorphism αp with properties as in (A2a), cf. [18, Propositions 4.16]. Then
property (A2b) follows from [18, Propositions 4.13], and we also have ‖Lp‖ = 1, cf. [18,
Lemma 2.1]. Conversely, properties (A2a), (A2b) imply (A2) by [18, Propositions 4.16], and
then (A1) implies that αp in (A2a) has to be of the form (3.12), see [18, Propositions 4.18].

Lemma 3.20. The maps in (3.12) form an action of P by endomorphisms of A.

Proof. We need to prove that αpq = αp◦αq for all p, q ∈ P . We claim �rst that Lp(MD(Lpq)) ⊆
MD(Lq). Let a ∈ A and b ∈MD(Lqp). Then

Lq(Lp(b)a) = Lq(Lp(bαp(a))) = Lpq(bαp(a)) = Lpq(b)Lpq(αp(a)) = Lq(Lp(b))Lq(a),

and similarly one gets Lq(aLp(b)) = Lq(a)Lq(Lp(b)).
Secondly, we show that MD(Lpq) ⊆ MD(Lp). Indeed, since Lp is a contractive completely
positive map, we have

MD(Lp) = {a ∈ A : Lp(a
∗)Lp(a) = Lp(a

∗a) and Lp(a)Lp(a
∗) = Lp(aa

∗)},
cf. [18, Proposition 2.6]. Now, since Lp(MD(Lpq)) ⊆ MD(Lq) and Lpq = Lq ◦ Lp, for any
a ∈MD(Lpq) we get

Lq(Lp(a
∗)Lp(a)) = Lpq(a

∗)Lpq(a) = Lpq(a
∗a) = Lq(Lp(a

∗a)).

Faithfulness of Lq implies that Lp(a
∗)Lp(a) = Lp(a

∗a). Replacing a with a∗, we get Lp(a)Lp(a
∗) =

Lp(aa
∗). Hence MD(Lpq) ⊆MD(Lp).

Using the above inclusions, we conclude that Lp restricts to a monomorphism Lp : MD(Lpq)→
MD(Lq). In fact, since Lpq = Lq ◦ Lp restricts to an isomorphism from MD(Lpq) onto A
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and Lq restricts to an isomorphism from MD(Lq) onto A, we see that Lp : MD(Lpq) →
MD(Lq) is an isomorphism. It is restriction of the isomorphism Lp : MD(Lp) → A. Hence
(Lp|MD(Lp))

−1|MD(Lq) = (Lp|MD(Lpq))
−1. Thus we obtain

αpq = (Lpq|MD(Lpq))
−1 = (Lq|MD(Lq) ◦ Lp|MD(Lpq))

−1 = (Lp|MD(Lpq))
−1 ◦ (Lq|MD(Lq))

−1

= (Lp|MD(Lp))
−1|MD(Lq) ◦ (Lq|MD(Lq))

−1 = αp ◦ αq.
�

For each p ∈ P , Ep = αp ◦ Lp is a faithful conditional expectation onto the multiplicative
domain MD(Lp) = αp(A) of Lp. We will assume that each Ep for p ∈ P is of index-�nite
type as in [35]. Namely, for every p ∈ P we assume that

(A3) there is a �nite quasi-basis {up1, ..., u
p
mp} ⊆ A for Ep, for each p ∈ P , i.e. we have

(3.13) a =

mp∑
i=1

upi Ep((u
p
i )
∗a), for all a ∈ A.

Associated to (A,P, L) we have the product system ML of Proposition 3.16. Axiom (A1)
implies that the map A 3 a 7→ (p, a) ∈ Mp is injective, for each p ∈ P . Axiom (A3) implies
that the left action of A on each Mp, p ∈ P , is by compacts because for a, x ∈ A, p ∈ P , a
simple calculation using (3.13) gives

mp∑
i=1

Θ(p,upi ),(p,a∗upi )(p, x) = (p, ax).

Therefore the left action of a on Mp is given by the operator
∑mp

i=1 Θ(p,upi ),(p,a∗upi ) ∈ K(Mp).

By Lemma 2.4, the ideal KML
in LML

is invariant under right tensoring. Hence KML
is a

right-tensor C∗-precategory itself.
Under the assumptions (A1)�(A3) it is possible to describe a new right-tensor C∗-precategory,

isomorphic to KML
, but admitting an explicit formula for the right tensoring. With this at

hand, after invoking Propositions 3.19 and 2.10, we give a more explicit characterization of
Nica covariance of a representation (π, S) of (A,P, L).

For each p ∈ P denote by Kp the reduced C∗-basic construction associated to the conditional
expectation Ep cf. [35, Subsection 2.1]. Thus Kp := K(Ep) where Ep is the right Hilbert αp(A)-
module obtained by completion of A with respect to the norm induced by the sesquilinear
form 〈x, y〉αp(A) = Ep(x

∗y), x, y ∈ A. We recall that there is an injective left action of A
on Ep, induced by multiplication in A. Thus we identify A as a subalgebra of L(Ep). The
operator Ep : A→ A extends to an idempotent ep ∈ L(Ep), and then

Kp = span{aepb : a, b ∈ A}.
For each p, q ∈ P we equip the algebraic tensor product A�A with the Kq-valued sesquilinear
form determined by

〈a� b, c� d〉p,q := b∗αq(Lp(a
∗c))eqd, a, b, c, d ∈ A.

We let KL(p, q) be the Hilbert Kq-module arising as the completion of A�A with the semi-
norm associated to the above sesquilinear form. We denote by a⊗p,q b the image of a simple
tensor a� b in the space KL(p, q).

Proposition 3.21. The family of Banach spaces KL := {KL(p, q)}p,q∈P de�ned above form
a right-tensor C∗-precategory where

(3.14) (a⊗p,q b)∗ := b⊗q,p a, (a⊗p,q b) · (c⊗q,r d) := aαp(Lq(bc))⊗p,r d,
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(3.15) (a⊗p,q b)⊗ 1r :=

mr∑
i=1

aαp(u
r
i )⊗pr,qr αq(uri )∗b,

for all a, b, c, d ∈ A, p, q, r ∈ P . Moreover, if ML is the product system associated to L, then
the map

(3.16) a⊗p,q b 7−→ Θ(p,a), (q,b∗), a, b ∈ A,
establishes an isomorphism of right-tensor C∗-precategories from KL onto the right-tensor
C∗-precategory KML

= {K(Mq,Mp)}p,q∈P .
Proof. The strategy of the proof is to show that (3.16) yields an isometric isomorphism
KL(p, q) ∼= K(Mq,Mp) under which the right-tensor C∗-precategory operations from KML

translate to the prescribed formulas for KL. To this end, note that for any p, q ∈ P the maps
H := αq ◦ Lp and V := αp ◦ Lq form an interaction in the sense of [7, De�nition 3.1]. Indeed,
we have H◦V = αq ◦Lp ◦αp ◦Lq = αq ◦Lq = Eq, and thus H◦V ◦H = Eq ◦H = H. For any
a, b ∈ A we get

H(V(a)b) = αq

(
Lp
(
αp(Lq(a))b

))
= αq

(
Lq(a)

)
· αq
(
Lp(b)

)
= H(V(a))H(b).

The other relations follow by symmetric arguments. Now, by [7, Proposition 5.4], for x =∑n
i=1 ai ⊗p,q bi, ai, bi ∈ A, we have

‖x‖K(p,q) = ‖[H(a∗i aj)]
1
2
i,j [H(V(bib

∗
j ))]

1
2
i,j‖Mn(A) = ‖[αq(Lp(a∗i aj)]

1
2
i,j [αq(Lq(bib

∗
j ))]

1
2
i,j‖Mn(A).

Using the fact that αq ampli�es to an isometric ∗-homomorphism on Mn(A) we get

‖x‖K(p,q) = ‖[Lp(a∗i aj)]
1
2
i,j [Lq(bib

∗
j )]

1
2
i,j‖Mn(A)

= ‖[〈(p, ai), (p, aj)〉p]
1
2
i,j [〈(q, b

∗
i ), (q, b

∗
j )〉q]

1
2
i,j‖Mn(A).

Comparing this with the norm of the operator
∑n

i=1 Θ(p,ai),(q,b∗i ) described in [16, Lemma

2.1], we �nally arrive at ‖
∑n

i=1 ai ⊗p,q bi‖KL(p,q) = ‖
∑n

i=1 Θ(p,ai),(q,b∗i )‖K(Mq ,Mp). Thus (3.16)
de�nes a linear isometry.

The standard formulas: Θ∗x,y = Θy,x, Θx,y ◦ Θz,v = Θx〈y,z〉q ,v for x ∈ Mp, y, z ∈ Mq, and
v ∈Mr, translate via (3.16) to (3.14). Hence relations (3.14) indeed de�ne a C∗-precategory
structure on KL, and KL is isomorphic to KML

as a C∗-precategory. Thus it remains to show
that the right tensoring in KML

translates to (3.15) on the level of KL.
Note that the product system ML is (left) essential. Let a, b, x, y ∈ A, p, q, r ∈ P , and

T = Θ(p,a), (q,b∗). Taking into account that (p, x)⊗A (q, y) = (pq, xαp(y)) we get

(T ⊗ 1r)(q, x)⊗A (r, y) =
(
p, aαp(Lq(bx))

)
⊗A (r, y) =

(
pr, aαp

(
Lq(bx)y

))
=
(
pr, aαp

( mr∑
i=1

uri (αr ◦ Lr)
(
(uri )

∗Lq(bxαq(y))
)))

=
(
pr,

mr∑
i=1

aαp(u
r
i )αpr

(
Lqr
(
αq(u

r
i )
∗bxαq(y)

)))
=
(
pr,
( mr∑
i=1

Θ(pr,aαp(uri )),(qr,b
∗αq(uri ))

)
xαq(y)

)
=
( mr∑
i=1

Θ(pr,aαp(uri )),(qr,b
∗αq(uri ))

)
(q, x)⊗A (r, y).
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Thus Θ(p,a),(q,b∗) =
(∑mr

i=1 Θ(pr,aαp(uri )),(qr,b
∗αq(uri ))

)
and therefore (3.15) de�nes the desired

right tensoring on KL. �

Remark 3.22. In view of Proposition 3.21, since the image of Aαp(A) in Mp is a dense
subspace of Mp, cf. Lemma 3.15, we have that KL(p, q) = span{a ⊗p,q b : a ∈ Aαp(A), b ∈
αq(A)A}.

Lemma 3.23. Let pP ∩ qP = rP . For any a, b, c, d ∈ A we have

(3.17)
(
(a⊗p,p b)⊗ 1p−1r

)
·
(
(c⊗q,q d)⊗ 1q−1r

)
=

mq−1r∑
i=1

aEp
(
bcαq(u

q−1r
i )

)
⊗r,r αq(uq

−1r
i )∗d.

Proof. By (3.14) and (3.15), the left hand side of (3.17) is equal to
mp−1r∑
i=1

(
aαp(u

p−1r
i )⊗r,r αp(up

−1r
i )∗b

)
·
mq−1r∑
i=1

(
cαq(u

q−1r
i )⊗r,r αq(uq

−1r
i )∗d

)

=

mp−1r,mq−1r∑
i=1,j=1

aαp(u
p−1r
i )Er

(
αp(u

p−1r
i )∗bcαq(u

q−1r
j )

)
⊗r,r αq(uq

−1r
i )∗d.

However, using that Er = αp ◦Ep−1r ◦Lp, for any f ∈ A, it follows that
mp−1r∑
i=1

αp(u
p−1r
i )Er

(
αp(u

p−1r
i )∗f

)
=

mp−1r∑
i=1

αp

(
up
−1r
i Ep−1r

(
up
−1r∗
i Lp(f)

))
= αp

(
Lp(f)

)
= Ep(f).

Now inserting f = bcαq(u
q−1r
j ) in the computations above gives the assertion. �

Proposition 3.24. A representation (π, S) of (A,P, L) is Nica covariant if and only if for
every p, q ∈ P , and a ∈ αp(A)Aαq(A) the following are satis�ed:

(3.18) S∗pπ(a)Sq = 0 if pP ∩ qP = ∅
and

(3.19) SpS
∗
pπ(a)SqS

∗
q =

mq−1r∑
i=1

π
(
Ep(aαq(u

q−1r
i ))

)
SrS

∗
rπ(uq

−1r
i )∗ if pP ∩ qP = rP.

Proof. By Propositions 2.8, 3.19 and 3.21, there is a one-to-one correspondence between rep-
resentations (π, S) of (A,P, L) and right-tensor representations Ψ of KL determined by

(3.20) Ψ(a⊗p,q b) = π(a)SpS
∗
qπ(b), a, b ∈ A.

Moreover, (π, S) is Nica covariant if and only if Ψ is, cf. Proposition 2.10.
Let (π, S) be a Nica covariant representation. Thus the associated Ψ in (3.20) is Nica

covariant, too. Let p, q ∈ P , and a ∈ αp(A)Aαq(A). If pP ∩ qP = ∅, then for any b, c, d ∈ A
we have

0 = Ψ(b⊗p,p a)Ψ(c⊗q,q d) = π(b)SpS
∗
pπ(ac)SqS

∗
qπ(d).

Letting b, c, d ∈ A run through an approximate unit in A and taking (strong) limit, we get
SpS

∗
pπ(a)SqS

∗
q = 0, which is equivalent to S∗pπ(a)Sq = 0. Let now pP ∩ qP = rP . Invoking

Lemma 3.23, with the roles of a and b exchanged, we get

π(b)SpS
∗
pπ(ac)SqS

∗
qπ(d) = Ψ

(
(b⊗p,pa) · (c⊗q,qd)

)
= Ψ

(
((b⊗p,pa)⊗1p−1r)·((c⊗q,qd)⊗1q−1r)

)
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= π(b)

mq−1r∑
i=1

π
(
Ep(acαq(u

q−1r
i ))

)
SrS

∗
rπ(uq

−1r
i )∗π(d).

Letting b, c, d ∈ A run through an approximate unit in A and taking (strong) limit gives
(3.19).

Conversely, relations (3.18) and (3.19) imply Nica covariance as a reversal of the above
arguments shows. �

For h ∈ P ∗, the mapping Lh is invertible and hence by (A1) and (A2) we have MD(Lh) =
A, which means that Lh is an automorphism of A: we have Lh = αh−1 = α−1

h .

Theorem 3.25 (Uniqueness Theorem for NT (A,P, L)). Let (A,P, L) be a C∗-dynamical
system satisfying (A1), (A2), (A3) above. Suppose that either P ∗ = {e} or that the group
{αh}h∈P ∗ of automorphisms of A is aperiodic. Assume also that KL is amenable. Let (π, S)
be a Nica covariant representation of (A,P, L). For each p ∈ P , let Qp be the projection onto

the space π(A)SpH. Then the canonical surjective ∗-homomorphism

NT (A,P, α) −→ span{π(a)SpS
∗
qπ(b) : a, b ∈ A, p, q ∈ P}

is an isomorphism if and only if for all �nite families q1, . . . , qn ∈ P \ P ∗ the representation
A 3 a 7→ π(a)

∏n
i=1(1−Qqi) is faithful.

Proof. Note that {π(a)SpS
∗
qπ(b) : a, b ∈ A, p, q ∈ P} is closed under multiplication due

to Proposition 3.24. By Proposition 3.19, NT (A,P, L) may be viewed as NT (ML). For
h ∈ P ∗, the automorphism Lh of A induces an isomorphism of C∗-correspondences Eαh =
ELh−1

∼= MLh . Thus by Lemma 3.12, the group {αh}h∈P ∗ = {Lh}h∈P ∗op of automorphisms

of A is aperiodic if and only if the Fell bundle {MLh}h∈P ∗ is aperiodic. Recalling that under
assumption (A3), the left action is by generalized compacts in each �ber, the assertion follows
from Theorem 2.19 modulo Proposition 3.21 and the fact that for the representation Ψ of
KL associated to (π, S) and every p ∈ P we have Ψp,p(KL(p, p))H = π(A)SpS

∗
pπ(A)H =

π(A)SpH.
�

4. C∗-algebras associated to right LCM semigroups

Throughout this section we use the notation S for a generic right LCM semigroup and
reserve P for semigroups in semidirect products as in [2]. Associated to any right LCM
semigroup S there is a universal C∗-algebra C∗(S) = span{vsv∗t : s, t ∈ S} generated by an
isometric representation v of S such that

(vpv
∗
p)(vqv

∗
q ) =

{
vrv
∗
r if pP ∩ qP = rP

0 if pP ∩ qP = ∅.

See [27] for the abstract construction of C∗(S) valid for arbitrary left cancellative semigroups,
and [1] or [30] for the case of right LCM semigroups. When S is a right LCM semigroup,
[2, Corollary 7.11] implies that C∗(S) is isomorphic to the Nica-Toeplitz algebra NT (X) for
the compactly aligned product system X over S with �bers Xs

∼= C for all s ∈ S. It is
therefore natural to ask if Theorem 2.19 can be applied. On one hand, since the left action
is by generalized compact operators in every �ber Xs, for s ∈ S, we will have equivalence
of the three assertions (i)-(iii) if KX is amenable and S∗ = {e}. This in particular recovers
the case (1) in [1, Theorem 4.3]. On the other hand, in case that S∗ 6= {e}, the Fell bundle
{Xh}h∈S∗ can never be aperiodic because Xh = C for all h ∈ S∗. Therefore viewing C∗(S)
as a Nica-Toeplitz C∗-algebra associated to the product system X with trivial (thus small)
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�bers we can not apply Theorem 2.19 when S∗ 6= {e}. A possible solution to this obstacle is
to consider C∗(S) as a Nica-Toeplitz C∗-algebra associated to another product system with
larger �bers, so that we can detect aperiodicity. For instance, given a controlled function into
a group one could obtain a uniqueness result in terms of Fell bundles based on Proposition
2.20. However, in general the �bers of the arising Fell bundle will be very large. We propose
an intermediate approach in the case that S is a semidirect product of an LCM semigroup
and a group. We will show useful alternative realizations of C∗(S) as Nica-Toeplitz algebras
associated to product systems with larger �bers over a smaller semigroup, which lead to
e�cient uniqueness results.

4.1. Semidirect products of LCM semigroups. Even though left and right semidirect
products are equivalent as abstract constructions, it turns out that right semidirect products
have rather di�erent properties than the left semidirect products of a group by a semigroup
considered for instance in [1, 2]. To exemplify, we will use right semidirect products for actions
of semigroups on groups to construct right LCM semigroups S with non-trivial group of units
S∗ and which are not necessarily right cancellative (see Proposition 4.3 below). Moreover, for
these examples the constructible right ideals depend only the acting semigroup, unlike the
case of left semidirect products.

We begin by �xing our conventions for the two constructions. For a semigroup T we
let EndT denote the semigroup of all semigroup homomorphisms T → T that preserve the

identity eT in T . The identity endomorphism in EndT is idT . A left action P
θy T of a

semigroup P on T is a unital semigroup homomorphism θ : P → EndT . A right action

T
ϑx P is a unital semigroup antihomomorphism ϑ : P → EndT , i.e. ϑpϑq = ϑqp for all

p, q ∈ P .

De�nition 4.1. Let T, P be semigroups. The (left) semidirect product of T by P with respect

to a left action P
θy T , denoted ToθP , is the semigroup T × P with composition given by

(g, p)(h, q) = (gθp(h), pq), for g, h ∈ T and p, q ∈ P.

The (right) semidirect product of T by P with respect to a right action T
ϑx P , denoted

P ϑnT , is the semigroup P × T with composition given by

(p, g)(q, h) = (pq, ϑq(g)h), for g, h ∈ T and p, q ∈ P.

Remark 4.2. The opposite semigroup P op to a semigroup P coincides with P as a set but has
multiplication de�ned by reversing the factors. Treating the corresponding endomorphisms

as maps on the same set, we have EndP = EndP op. Thus every right action T
ϑx P can be

treated as the left action P op
ϑy T op, and there is an isomorphism of semigroups

P ϑnT 3 (p, g)→ (g, p) ∈ (T opoϑP
op)op .

The following proposition should be compared with [1, Lemma 2.4] proved for left semidirect
products. It shows that right semidirect products in the realm of right LCM semigroups are
always left cancellative and have easier structure of principal right ideals.

Proposition 4.3. Suppose that G
ϑx P is a right action of a right LCM semigroup P with

identity on a group G. Then P ϑnG is a right LCM semigroup such that

J(P ) ∼= J(P ϑnG) and (P ϑnG)∗ = P ∗ϑnG.
Moreover, P ϑnG is cancellative if and only if P is cancellative and every ϑp is injective,
p ∈ P .
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Proof. The element (eP , eG) is the identity of P ϑnG. If (p, g)(q, h) = (p, g)(q′, h′) then pq =
pq′ and ϑq(g)h = ϑq′(g)h′. By left cancellation in P we get q = q′ and therefore also h = h′.
Thus P ϑnG is left cancellative. Since the action of the group G on itself is transitive, we have
(p, g)(P ϑnG) = (pP )×G for every (p, g) ∈ P ϑnG. Hence PnϑG is a right LCM semigroup
with the semilattice of principal right ideals isomorphic to that of P , with isomorphism given
by pP 7→ (pP ) nG. Plainly, relations (p, g)(q, h) = (q, h)(p, q) = (eP , eG) hold if and only if
p ∈ P ∗, q = p−1 and h = ϑp−1(g−1). This immediately gives (P ϑnG)∗ = P ∗ϑnG.

The claim about P ϑnG being right cancellative follows by noting that (p, g)(q, h) =
(p′, g′)(q, h) if and only if pq = p′q and ϑq(g) = ϑq(g

′). �

Remark 4.4. Using the last part of Proposition 4.3 it is easy to construct examples of not
cancellative LCM semigroups from cancellative ones.

In general the (left) semidirect product of a group G by a right LCM semigroup P with

respect to a left action P
θy G is not an LCM semigroup. As introduced in [2, De�nition

2.1], an algebraic dynamical system is a triple (G,P, θ) where G is a group, P is a right LCM

semigroup, and P
θy G is a left action by injective endomorphisms of G which respects the

order, i.e. θp(G)∩θq(G) = θr(G) whenever for p, q ∈ P there is r ∈ P such that pP ∩qP = rP .
By [1, Proposition 8.2 and Lemma 2.4], whenever (G,P, θ) is an algebraic dynamical system,
the left semidirect product PoθG is a right LCM semigroup and (PoθG)∗ = P ∗oθG.

4.2. Semigroup C∗-algebras associated to right semidirect products P ϑnG. Here we
assume that ϑ is a right action of a right LCM semigroup P on a group G. We let δg for
g ∈ G be the generating unitaries in C∗(G).

Proposition 4.5. Let ϑ be a right action of a right LCM semigroup P on a group G. There is
an antihomomorphism α of P into EndC∗(G) given by αp(δg) = δϑp(g) for g ∈ G and p ∈ P .
Further, (C∗(G), P, α) is a C∗-dynamical system as in subsection 3.2, and C∗(P ϑnG) ∼=
NT (C∗(G), P, α).

Proof. We only prove the last assertion as the rest is routine. Proposition 3.11 provides
natural isomorphisms between three di�erent C∗-algebras associated to (C∗(G), P, α). We
aim to show that C∗(P ϑnG) is isomorphic to the Nica-Toeplitz algebra NT (Eα) associated
to the product system Eα with multiplication de�ned in (3.4).

Let iEα be the universal Nica covariant representation of Eα. For each p ∈ P , denote ip
the restriction of iEα to Ep. We claim that w(p,g) := ip(δg) for (p, g) ∈ P ϑnG is a Li-family
in NT (Eα). Let (p, g), (q, h) ∈ P ϑnG. Then

w(p,g)w(q,h) = ip(δg)iq(δh) = ipq(αq(δg)δh) = w(pq,ϑq(g)h),

and since w(e,e) = 1, we have a representation of P ϑnG. Each w(p,g) is an isometry be-
cause w∗(p,g)w(p,g) = ip(δg)

∗ip(δg) = ie(〈δg, δg〉p) = 1. Next we compute w∗(p,g)w(q,h). Since

(p, g)(P ϑnG) ∩ (q, h)(P ϑnG) = ∅ if and only if pP ∩ qP = ∅, in which case ip(δg)
∗iq(δh) = 0

by Nica covariance of iEα . Thus w∗(p,g)w(q,h) = 0 when (p, g)(P ϑnG) ∩ (q, h)(P ϑnG) = ∅.
Now assume the intersection is non-empty, and write pp′ = qq′ = r for some p′, q′, r in P . Pick
a right LCM for (p, g) and (q, h), which we may assume of the form (r, j) for j ∈ G, and write
(p, g)(p′, k) = (q, h)(q′, l) = (r, j) where k, l in G are determined by j = ϑq′(h)l = ϑp′(g)k.
Then w∗(p,g)w(q,h) = w(p′,k)w

∗
(q′,l), and this readily implies the Li-relation eIeJ = eI∩J for

I = (p, g)(P ϑnG) and J = (q, h)(P ϑnG). The remaining relations are easy to see, hence
there is a ∗-homomorphism C∗(P ϑnG)→ NT (Eα) which sends a generating isometry v(p,g)
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to w(p,g). Conversely, for p ∈ P we let

(4.1) ψp(δl) = v(p,l).

We claim that ψp : Ep → C∗(P ϑnG) give rise to a Nica covariant representation of Eα.
However, this follows from routine calculations. For example, for δg ∈ C∗(G) and x =
ϑp(k)l ∈ Ep we have

ψp(δg · x) = ψp(αp(δg)δϑp(k)l = ψp(δϑp(gk)l)),

which is ψe(δg)ψp(x). As a consequence, there is a ∗-homomorphism NT (Eα)→ C∗(P ϑnG)
sending iEα(x) for x = αp(δk)δl ∈ Ep to v(1,k)v(p,l). This is an inverse to the homomorphism
C∗(P ϑnG)→ NT (Eα) obtained in the �rst half of the proof, hence the result follows. �

Corollary 4.6 (Uniqueness Theorem for C∗(P ϑnG)). Let S = P ϑnG where ϑ is a right
action of a right LCM semigroup P on a group G. Suppose that either P ∗ = {e} or that
the action of {αh}h∈P ∗op on C∗(G) is aperiodic. Assume that Kα is amenable. For a Nica
covariant representation (π,W ) of (C∗(G), P, α), cf. Proposition 3.11, we have a canonical
surjective homomorphism

(4.2) C∗(S) 7→ span{Wpπ(a)W ∗q : a ∈ αp(C∗(G))C∗(G)αq(C
∗(G)), p, q ∈ P}

which is an isomorphism if and only if for every �nite family q1, . . . , qn in P \ P ∗, the repre-
sentation a 7→ π(a)Πn

i=1(1−WqiW
∗
qi) of C∗(G) is faithful.

Proof. Combine Proposition 4.5 and Theorem 3.13. �

The above result recovers the Laca-Raeburn uniqueness theorem [23] for Nica-Toeplitz
algebras in the context of quasi-lattice ordered groups: just take G = {e} and P to be any
weakly quasi-lattice ordered monoid. It also improves the case (1) in [1, Theorem 4.3], as we
do not require (right) cancellativity.

Example 4.7 (Right wreath product). Let Γ be a group and P a right LCM semigroup. We
form the right wreath product

S := P o Γ = P ϑn
(∏
p∈P

Γ
)

with the action given by left shifts ϑp
(
(γr)r∈P

)
:= (γrp)r∈P for p ∈ P and (γr)r∈P ∈ G =∏

p∈P Γ. Clearly, ϑp ◦ ϑq = ϑqp for all p, q ∈ P , as required for a right action. For any

a ∈ C∗(Γ) and q ∈ P we let aδq be the element of C∗(G) =
∏
p∈P C

∗(Γ) corresponding to
the sequence with a on q-th coordinate and zeros elsewhere. The action α by endomorphisms
of C∗(G) is determined by αp(aδq) = a

∑
rp=q δr (if P is right cancellative this sum has at

most one summand, if this sum is in�nite we understand it as a series convergent in weak
topopology). In particular, if h ∈ P ∗, then αh(aδq) = aδqh−1 and therefore ‖αh(aδq)aδq‖ = 0

unless qh−1 = q which is equivalent to h = e, by left cancellation. Since every non-zero
hereditary subalgebra of C∗(G) contains a non-zero element of the form aδq, we conclude
that the action {αh}h∈P ∗op on C∗(G) is always aperiodic. Assuming, for instance, that there
is a controlled function from P into an amenable group, we get Kα amenable. Therefore, if
{Wp}p∈P is a semigroup of isometries on a Hilbert space H satisfying Nica relations (3.7) and
π : C∗(G)→ B(H) is a nondegenerate representation such that

W ∗p π(aδq))Wp =
∑
rp=q

π(aδr), for all a ∈ C∗(Γ), q ∈ P,

where the sum (if in�nite) is convergent in the strong operator topology, then by Corollary 4.6
the surjective homomorphism in (4.2) is an isomorphism if and only if for every q1, . . . , qn ∈
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P \ P ∗ and q ∈ P , the representation C∗(Γ) 3 a 7→ π(aδq)Π
n
i=1(1−WqiW

∗
qi) is faithful (then

the corresponding representation of C∗(G) is faithful as well).

4.3. Semigroup C∗-algebras associated to left semidirect products G oθ P . Let
(G,P, θ) be an algebraic dynamical system. The authors of [2] associated to (G,P, θ) a
C∗-algebra A[G,P, θ] universal for a unitary representation of G and a Nica covariant isomet-
ric representation of P subject to relations that model θ and the condition of preservation of
order. In fact, there is a canonical isomorphism A[G,P, θ] ∼= C∗(G oθ P ), see [2, Theorem
4.4]. It was also shown in [2] that A[G,P, θ] is naturally isomorphic to the Nica-Toeplitz al-
gebra for a compactly-aligned product system M over P with �bers obtained as completions
of C∗(G). Speci�cally, denote by δg for g ∈ G the generating unitaries in C∗(G). We have
two actions α : P → End(C∗(G)) and L : P op → Pos(C∗(G)) given by αp(δg) = δθp(g) and

(4.3) Lp(δg) = χθp(G)(g)δθ−1
p (g), for p ∈ P and g ∈ G.

For every p ∈ P , Lp is a transfer operator for αp. The product system constructed in [2,
Section 7] coincides with the product system ML we de�ned in subsection 3.3 (for general
semigroup actions by transfer operators). By [2, Proposition 7.8], ML is compactly-aligned.
Summarizing we get:

Proposition 4.8. Let (G,P, θ) be an algebraic dynamical system and consider the associated
right LCM semigroup G oθ P . Let L be the action of P op by transfer operators on C∗(G)
described in (4.3). Then (C∗(G), P, L) is a C∗-dynamical system as in subsection 3.3 and
there are natural isomorphisms

A[G,P, θ] ∼= C∗(Goθ P ) ∼= NT (C∗(G), P, L).

Proof. Since A[G,P, θ] ∼= NT (M) by [2, Theorem 7.9], the assertions follow by an application
of Proposition 3.19. �

Corollary 4.9 (Uniqueness Theorem for C∗(G oθ P )). Let S = G oθ P where (G,P, θ) is
an algebraic dynamical system. Suppose that either P ∗ = {e} or that the action of {αh}h∈P ∗
on C∗(G) is aperiodic. Assume also that KML

is amenable. Let (π,W ) be a Nica covariant

representation of (C∗(G), P, L), and let Qp be the projection onto the space π(A)WpH, p ∈ P .
We have a surjective homomorphism

(4.4) C∗(S) 7→ span{π(a)WpW
∗
q π(b) : a ∈ αp(A)A, b ∈ αq(A)A, p, q ∈ P},

which is an isomorphism if for every �nite family q1, . . . , qn in P \ P ∗, the representation
a 7→ π(a)Πn

i=1(1−Qqi) of C∗(G) is faithful. If in addition G/θp(G) is �nite for every P , then
the latter condition is also necessary for the representation (4.4) to be faithful.

Proof. C∗(S) is isomorphic to the Nica-Toeplitz crossed product NT (C∗(G), P, L) due to
Proposition 4.8. Thus by Proposition 3.19 combined with Lemma 3.12 we may apply Theo-
rem 2.19 to get the su�ciency claim of the isomorphism in (4.4). For the last part, note that
the left action of C∗(G) on each �ber of ML is by compacts if and only if G/θp(G) is �nite
for every P , see [2, Proposition 7.3]. �

Example 4.10 (Left wreath product). Let P and Γ be as in Example 4.7. Form the standard
(left) wreath product

S := Γ o P =
(∏
p∈P

Γ
)
oθ P,

where θ acts by right shifts on G :=
∏
p∈P Γ, i.e.

(
θp
(
(γq)q∈P

)
)r = χpP (r)γp−1r for all

r ∈ P . Then (G,P, θ) is an algebraic dynamical system, cf. [2, Proposition 8.8]. As in
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Example 4.7, for any a ∈ C∗(Γ) and q ∈ P we denote by aδq the corresponding element of
C∗(G) =

∏
p∈P C

∗(Γ). For h ∈ P ∗ we have αh(aδq) = aδhq and therefore ‖αh(aδq)aδq‖ = 0
unless hq = q. Using this, cf. also Example 4.7, we get that

the action {αh}h∈P ∗ on C∗(G) is aperiodic ⇐⇒
(
∀h∈P ∗ ∀q∈P\P ∗ hq = q =⇒ h = e

)
.

In particular, {αh}h∈P ∗ is aperiodic when P ∗ = {e} or when P is right cancellative. If it
is aperiodic we can get a uniqueness criterion for C∗(S) using Corollary 4.9. If in addition
G/θp(G) is �nite for every P , then the action L : P op → Pos(C∗(G)) given by (4.3) satis�es
assumptions (A1), (A2), (A3) in subsection 3.4. Therefore in this case also Theorem 3.25
applies.
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